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Entertainment
year in review
The Verge staff gives its top
ten on everything from music
to movies.
The Verge, section B

By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
Eastern President David
Jorns has declined to give the
annual State of the University
address before retiring in early
March.
“Because we are in the midst
of a transition to a new president, I don’t think it would be
appropriate for me to step in and
give a State of the University
address, particularly given the
timing of the address …,” Jorns
said in a written statement.
In the written statement,
Jorns said the Faculty Senate
may want to consider delaying
the date of the State of the
University address until president elect Carol Surles is comfortable enough to present the
address.
“The Faculty Senate may
want to consider moving the
address to a later date so that Dr.
Surles has had the opportunity to
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

familiarize
herself with
the campus
and would be
in a better
position to
convey her
thoughts and
aspirations
President Jorns for the university,” he said.
Faculty Senate Chair James
Tidwell said he respects Jorns’
decision not to give the address
before his retirement.
“I respect his position,”
Tidwell said. “I’m not going to
second guess his decision.
“If (Surles) wants to do that,
that is fine with me,” Tidwell
said. “We’ll accommodate her
and whatever she wants to do.
It really all depends on her.”
Tidwell said he would like
to have a State of the
University address but he will
wait until Surles is comfortable with the university.
“It would be nice to have a
state of the campus address but
it is up to (Surles) and whether
she feels comfortable,” he said.

Master plan to look
at state of university
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The Campus Master Planning
Committee Tuesday will identify the
current state of the university’s facilities and what progress needs to be
made within the next 15 years.
The meeting will be at 3 p.m. in
the Charleston/Mattoon Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
“Basically the Campus Master
Plan is an effort to align the campus
facilities and grounds with the missions and goals of the university,”
said Morgan Olsen, vice president
for business affairs.
The Campus Master Plan will
provide a “blueprint” for the university for approximately the next 15
years, Olsen said.
At the Sept. 10 Campus Master
Planning Committee, Tom Johnson,
chair of the committee and member
of Eastern’s Board of Trustees, said
some of the specific buildings the
committee is looking at to possibly
reconstruct include the Physical
Science, Life Science and the Fine
Arts buildings.
Teshome Abebe, vice president
for academic affairs and member of
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State of university
put on hold
Jorns declines to give
annual address, Surles
given opportunity
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the committee, previously said the
committee also was looking at the
university’s recreation space, the 30
acres behind Greek Court and
Carman Hall, adequate parking and
sewer drainage.
Olsen said the plan will be executed in multiple phases and will be
assessed in three to five year phases.
The BOT will have to approve
the Campus Master Plan, Olsen
said.
Campus Master Planning
Committee members include Olsen;
Abebe; Johnson; Mack Hollowell,
BOT member; Lou Hencken, vice
president for student affairs; Jill
Nilsen, acting vice president for
external relations; Gail Richard, faculty representative; Teresa Sims,
staff representative; Steve Zielinski,
student representative; Ted Weidner,
director of facilities planning and
management and Jeff Conroy, architect.
Conroy is employed with
Sizemore, Floyd, Conroy (SFC), the
consulting firm working with the
Campus Master Planning Commitee on the Campus Master Plan.
The cost of the firm is $250,000
with an 8.5 percent contingency
rate.

Skyhawks’
air attack
Tennessee Martin’s strong
shooting performance
grounded the Panthers 83-75.
Story on Page 8A

‘Drug of choice’
Police: Marijuana
use down at Eastern
By Joe Sanner
Senior reporter

P

ot, Mary Jane, cheeba cheeba, weed –
whatever you call it, law enforcement
officials throughout Charleston and the
Coles County area say they agree marijuana is “the drug of choice” for college students and
working residents alike.
But it appears the number of students smoking
pot at Eastern each year has dropped more
than 50 percent since the 1995-96 academic year.
During the 1997-1998 academic year,
Eastern’s Judicial Affairs Office reported 49
marijuana violations and one controlled substance case, compared to 105 marijuana violations and five hard drug cases during the
1995-96 year.
Law enforcement officials are not sure
what to attribute this significant decrease to,
but Master Sergeant Dave McLearin at the
Coles/Moultrie/Shelby County Drug Task
Force said it is not unusual.
“(The task force has) been working in
the area for around 10 years,” McLearin
said. “Some years we have more, some
years we have less. It’s kind of leveled off
at this point.”
McLearin said the task force completed 75 cases in 1998 that resulted in 75
arrests and 65 convictions. Although he
could give no exact numbers, he said the
majority of those cases originated in Coles
County.
Photo illustration by Deanna McIntyre
Of the 75 cases worked by the task force in
1998, 10 percent were metham*Information from EIU Police Dept.
phetamine-related, 44 percent were
cannibus-related, 23 percent were
cocaine-related, 8 percent were
At Eastern the number of marijuana
105
and controlled substance violations
LSD-related and the remaining 15
has fluctuated unpredictably in the
percent were for various other conpast decade:
trolled substances.
81
“We’ve had several cases here
73
recently where people have an
indoor (marijuana) growing opera57
tion,” McLearin said. “Several
49
years ago we even recovered two
39
37
methamphetamine labs in Shelby
33
County, but we have not discovered
21
any recently.”
McLearin said college towns
tend to attract dealers, but he does
not believe the university is to
blame for the use of drugs among
“The majority of our drug arrests are a result of an
college students.
“Any college town you go to, you’re going to have a arrest for something else and then drugs are found on
certain amount of kids who come here to party, but the individual,” he said. “As far as working on drugs
you’re going to find that anywhere,” he said. “Even the and concentrating on drugs, we leave that to the task
work force-you’re going to see them go get their pay- force.”
Fisher and McLearin both indicated area law offichecks cashed and then go buy some pot or whatever.
“There are kids that come here to go to school and cers believe the drugs that pour into the Charleston area
there are kids who come here to party and then there each year come from two major locations.
“The word comes back to us that such and such is
are kids who come here to make money off of the kids
bringing drugs into the area,” Fisher said. “What we
who come here to party.”
The Charleston Police Department reported 32 hear most of the time is Chicago and Decatur.
“Nine times out of 10, it’s one of those two.”
arrests for cannabis and 44 paraphernalia violations in
According to the available statistics for on-campus
1998.
“These numbers are really not that great,” said EIU Police arrests, 15 arrests were made for cannabis,
Charleston Officer Rick Fisher. “But we don’t really two arrests were made for controlled substances and 12
deal that much with it. We usually turn it over to the
task force.
See DRUGS Page 2A

Marijuana usage

~Classes will not be held Monday because of Martin Luther King Jr. Day. The News will not publish because of the holiday. ~

M A G A Z I N E
Photographs clockwise from left: www.movieweb.com/movie/privateryan/
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www.ravecentral.com/shakespeareinlove.html
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Film Critics Pick Top 10 Films of the Year
by dan ochwat
Staff editor

10. “Out Of Sight” / Director Steven Soderbergh – Another
adaptation of an Elmore Leonard novel, however Soderbergh’s
brilliant direction sets it apart from the others such as “Jackie
Brown” and “Get Shorty.” Soderbergh shoots a love story
between criminal George Clooney and police officer Jennifer
Lopez, but he shoots it in lustful dream sequences that confuse
the reality love story. The movie is vastly entertaining.
9. “A Bug’s Life” / Director Disney and Pixar – Disney’s version of the animated bug movie war, which is a funny and cute
look at an ant colony’s triumph over their fear of bully grasshoppers. The movie has great animation and funny anecdotes
about insects. The stick bug is hilarious, as are the crazy madeup out takes at the end of the movie for moviegoers who stay
for the credits. The movie is perfect for adults and children, and
contains a moral lesson of not giving up.
8. “Your Friends and Neighbors” / Director Neil Labute –
The second movie written and directed by Labute after his

see Ochwat, page 3b

by sean stangland
Staff writer

10. “Out of Sight” / Director Steven Soderbergh – This adaptation of an Elmore Leonard crime novel crackles with great dialogue and features two sexy, smart performances from leads
George Clooney and Jennifer Lopez. The excellent script is by
Scott Frank, who also adapted Leonard’s “Get Shorty” in 1995.
Look for great supporting turns from Don Cheadle (“Boogie
Nights”) and Ving Rhames (“Rosewood”) as well.
9. “Antz” / Directors Eric Darnell and Lawrence Guterman–
The first and better of 1998’s two animated bug movies, this
one is complete with a hysterical lead voice over by Woody
Allen. Unlike “A Bug’s Life,” “Antz” is not aimed squarely at
kids. The result is a witty, unique film that gets the most out
of its stunning visuals and impressive cast (one that includes
Christopher Walken and an especially good Gene
Hackman). A special entertainment from top to bottom.
8. “Apt Pupil” / Director Bryan Singer – It seems that filmmakers can’t lose when adapting Stephen King’s dramatic

see Stangland, page 3b
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House prosecutors falter on some
facts of Clinton’s impeachment trial

The Daily Eastern News is published daily,
Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring semesters and twice weekly
during the summer term except during school
vacations or examinations, by
PRINTED WITH
SOYINK the students of Eastern Illinois
University. Subscription price:
$38 per semester, $16 for summer only, $68 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member of
The Associated Press, which is entitled to
exclusive use of all articles appearing
in this paper. The editorials on Page 4
represent the majority opinion of the
editorial board; all other opinion pieces
are signed. The Daily Eastern News editorial
and business offices are located in Buzzard
Hall, Eastern Illinois University.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House
prosecutors sought Thursday to
build a conspiracy case against
President Clinton, but along the
way they misstated a few of the
facts and stretched some others in
an effort to portray the evidence in
the most dramatic light.
For instance, Rep. James
Sensenbrenner incorrectly said that
Paula Jones was “forced to quit’’
her job with the state of Arkansas
after Clinton allegedly propositioned her and she turned him
down.
Actually, Mrs. Jones – whose
sexual harassment lawsuit against
Clinton led to the impeachment
controversy – said she quit voluntarily in order to move to California
with her husband. In between, she
received merit raises in her state
job. Mrs. Jones’ failure to prove she
had been harmed in her job led to
the dismissal of her lawsuit last
April 1.
Sensenbrenner also took aim at
White House Counsel Charles F.C.
Ruff, saying the president’s defender “did not’’ give a direct answer
when asked before the House
Judiciary Committee whether
Clinton had lied.
In fact, Ruff twice declared that
the president testified truthfully to
the grand jury last Aug. 17. Clinton
“surely did’’ tell the truth, Ruff testified last month when questioned
by Sensenbrenner whether his boss
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P

resident
on trial
Controversy
over facts
presented by
House
prosecutors
on the second
day of the
Senate trial.

had told the truth under oath.
After the trial adjourned, the
White House sought to score political points. Special Counsel Greg
Craig charged that Sensenbrenner
had “misled the Senate’’ and “falsely characterized’’ Ruff’s earlier testimony.
“Mr. Sensenbrenner surely
knew that, and I would urge him to
correct the record,’’ Craig said.
Sensenbrenner issued his own
statement later Thursday, insisting
he was accurate in his characterization and the White House was arguing such points because there is no
defense on the facts.
“I plainly quoted and summarized from my earlier questions to
Mr. Ruff,’’ Sensenbrenner said.
“They can’t refute the facts, so
they try to divert attention from
them.’’
In the first day of arguments,

Drugs

House prosecutors made their
points vigorously – that Clinton
engaged in a conspiracy to keep his
affair with Ms. Lewinsky secret and
they needed to call witnesses at the
trial to prove it.
Clinton’s conspiracy, they
argued, included encouraging Ms.
Lewinsky to file a false affidavit by
helping her find a job, coaching
Oval Office secretary Betty Currie
on potential future testimony, seeking to hide gifts the president gave
the intern and falsely denying a sexual relationship with her in his own
testimony.
“The president knew that he had
to keep Monica Lewinsky on the
team so that she would continue to
be a part of the conspiracy,’’ Rep.
Asa Hutchinson, R-Ark., argued at
one point.
Hutchinson identified six potential witnesses for the Senate trial:
Clinton, presidential friend Vernon
Jordan, Mrs. Currie, Ms. Lewinsky,
White House chief of staff John
Podesta, and presidential aide
Sidney Blumenthal.
“If we had Mr. Jordan on the
witness stand ... you could decide
whether he is telling the truth or
withholding information,’’ said
Hutchinson in pressing the case.
“You could probe where his
loyalties lie, listen to the tone of
his voice, look into his eyes and
determine the truthfulness of his
statements.’’

“

Approximately 95-97 percent of everything we have to deal
with is marijuana and a few mushrooms every now and
then too. There’s not a big problem with cocaine, though it is
present.

from Page 1A
for paraphernalia in 1998.
In 1997, 17 arrests were made
for cannabis, two for controlled
substances and 32 for paraphernalia.
“Approximately 95-97 percent
of everything we have to deal
with is marijuana and a few
mushrooms every now and then
too,” said University Police
Officer Art Mitchell. “There’s not
a big problem with cocaine,
though it is present.
“Marijuana has been fairly static, but we didn’t have nearly as
many cases in the early ‘90s.”
Mitchell said the decrease in
the amount of marijuana and
paraphernalia violations on campus might be a result of better
informed residence hall resident
assistants.
Mitchell said the university has
developed more effective training
programs to teach RAs about
drugs and to detect when residents may be using them.
“We have tablets that when
burned smell just like marijuana
so they know what it smells like,”
he said.

Art Mitchell,
University Police Officer

Mitchell said law enforcement
officials have discovered many
ways students in residence halls
will hide the distinctive smell of
marijuana.
In addition to using incense or
stuffing a towel under the door,
residents will blow smoke into
empty paper towel rolls that have
fabric softener sheets stuffed into
them to kill the odor.
“That’s when it becomes paraphernalia,” Mitchell said. “They
know if they walk by a room and
there’s a strong aroma of laundry
detergent that something’s going
on.
“If they hear a lot of people
talking in a room and they look at
the crack under the door and see
darkness, there’s probably a towel
stuffed in there.”
The fine for possession of

”

paraphernalia is $750.
Mitchell said the officers will
often try to negotiate with students who are caught with drugs
or drug paraphernalia.
“Rather than arrest those students, we give them a chance to
give the task force information in
exchange for not being arrested,”
he said.
Mitchell said only two marijuana dealers were found on campus last year and the decrease in
marijuana violations on campus
may be a result of the Judicial
Board’s strictness when it comes
to drugs.
“If there are scales and baggies
there, it’s pretty evident they’re
selling,” he said. “The Judicial
Board kicks them out before they
even get uptown. That’s one thing
they don’t go easy on.”

police

blotter
More than $550 worth
of items stolen at Lantz
■ Eric D. Schmidt, 18, of 419

Thomas Hall and Joshua C. Blair,
19, of 421 Thomas Hall, reported a
combined loss of $555 worth of
items on Jan. 9, according to a
police report.
According to the report, the
theft occurred between 3 and 3:30
p.m. when Schmidt and Blair were
playing racquetball in Lantz
Gymnasium Court 1. They left their
belongings outside the court when
they were playing racquetball,
according to the report.
Schmidt reported the following
items stolen: a Structure coat worth
$100, jogging pants worth $30, a
wallet worth $15 which contained
$80 in cash, an Eastern Panther
card and an Illinois driver’s license,
a personal check for $35 and a set
of university keys worth $35 to
replace. The total value of the items
stolen was $310, according to the
report.
Blair reported a Nike coat worth
$125, pants worth $15, Oakley
sunglasses worth $60, a Panther
card and a set of university keys
worth $35 stolen. The total value of
items stolen was $245, according to
the report.

Disturbing the peace
■ Todd B. Cole, 21, and Keith P.
Schreiner, 21, both of 822 Van
Buren Ave., were arrested on
charges of disturbing the peace at
9:33 p.m. Monday at their residence, a police report said.

Minor consumption,
telephone harrassment
■ Daniel J. O’Shea, 19, of 1721

Ninth St., was arrested at 1:03 a.m.
Thursday at his residence on
charges of minor consumption of
alcohol and disorderly conduct
(telephone harassment), a police
report said.
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Friday Lunch Special
Patty Melt on Sourdough w/French
Fries...............................................$4.50
Catfish Sandwich w/ColeSlaw........$4.25
Friday Dinner Special
8oz. New York Strip, Two Sides & Side
Salad..............................................$7.25
Chicken Fettuccini Alfredo,
Vegetable & Side Salad.................$6.75

Domestic Bottles $1.75
12 oz. Domestic Drafts $1.25
16 oz. Domestic Drafts $1.50
Baltimore Zoos $4.25
Rails $2.25
Bacardi Spice Mixers $2.25

Saturday Dinner Special
1/2 Rack of Ribs
& 2 Chicken Strips
w/ Fries & Side Salad.....................$7.75

Dance Party Fri. & Sat.
10 pm-Close

345-7849
We now have Golden Tee ‘98
tournament edition. Compete
nationally, win prizes

Sundays - OPEN 11 am - 11 pm

Sunday Special
$2.50 Domestic Pitchers
$2.25 Bacardi Spice Mixers

G r e a t Fo o d & D r i n k S p e c i a l s !

Everyone Welcome,
21 to Drink
Food Purchase Required

ATM Inside

WEEKEND

come in early & avoid the line

1

$ 50

domestic
bottles

drink specials
all night
9-1

2

$

25

captain mixers

1

$ 00

shot
specials

Welcome Back Students!
We have drink specials
waiting for you !!
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On the Verge of the Weekend

friday.1.15.1998

the

HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!

opposite

views from both ends of the spectrum,
as provided by jaime hodge and matt

this week: an introduction to the

Matt: Hello and welcome to a new and improved
column! The lovely editors of the Verge decided I
needed a wider perspective on various world
issues. SO ... they gave me a partner! A very talented female that will hopefully give a different
angle for all you lovely ladies that are out there
reading.
Jaime: Right you are, Matt. My opinions – widely regarded by the psychic network to be heavily
influenced by divine power – have been plugged
into this column as well as Matt’s to provide not
only more entertainment, but also to spice up
things a bit. After all, there’s nothing more spicy
than a “Moonlighting”-esque verbal romp.
Matt: Well, I have never really been comfortable
with the use of the word “romp,” but since this is
our first column together, I will let it slide. Well, we
should probably stop gabbing and introduce ourselves. As the old saying goes, “Swine before
pearls,” I will let Jaime go first. Take it away, Jaime!
Jaime: *Oink* Matt, I’m touched. I would start
by saying I’m the brains in this outfit, but I guess
that’s obvious, so I’ll move on to more important
matters. I love mint chocolate chip ice cream. I
dig old movies. I love the QVC Channel (and this
14 K gold bracelet is only $9.95!) and the smell
of gasoline. And I especially love humiliating
Matt, although it’s not a difficult task. He seems
to do a pretty good job without me, especially
when demonstrating the fuzziness of his beloved
cow-pattern boxer shorts.

Jaime: Hee hee. “Senior” indeed, in the fact that
you have been here longer than most of the ivy

Matt: OK ... as you (our lovely readers) can see,
Jaime has a B.A. is B.S. Now on to the topic at
hand. You are all probably wondering what it is
we plan to accomplish with this ever-so-enlightening piece of commentary. I suppose the main
point of this is to entertain as well as educate our
readers. We want to give a double-sided perspective on questions or problems that YOU THE
READER give to us.
Jaime: Don’t know how to get a date? We’ll set
you up with some great advice on how to score
with the ladies, with the men, or with both,
depending on your preference. Can’t stop wetting
the bed? Well, that’s not really our department,
but we’ll hand out some great coping techniques
that will make you the life of the party when
you’re throwing down a 12-pack. Don’t know
how you’ll defy death as you stagger to class
through 15 feet of snow, ice and deadly rock
salt? We’ll even dish out some great advice on
where to step precariously to avoid falling on
your ass in the snow and making a total idiot out
of yourself.

We

1140 Lincoln 348-1232

DELIVER

Everyday
Lunch Buffet 11am ~ 2pm $5.20...includes softdrink
Dinner Buffet 4:30 ~ 8pm $7.10
10% off Buffet w/ Student ID
Carry Out Buffet Available
Everyday Dinner Specials served w/ (2) Crab Rangoon
or Egg Roll & choice of BBQ Pork
or Chicken Fried Rice...Includes softdrink
Hours Sun-Thurs 11am-9pm

Fri-Sat 11am-10pm

NEED EASY CASH FAST?
SELL A UNIQUE SERVICE

Matt: Trust me ... making an idiot out of yourself
is something Jaime knows a great deal about –

FOR MORE INFO CALL 345-4245

Jaime: –how to avoid, you mean – right, Matt?
Matt: Of course that is what I meant. So we
need all you readers to get off your butts and
send us E-MAIL! That’s right ... ya’ll got e-mail
accounts and now we are asking you to use
them. It’s not that hard ... just e-mail us with
questions, thoughts, or everyday problems and
we will address them in a humorous yet helpful
fashion.

NEED AN HIV TEST?
Free Anonymous Testing and Counseling
is available at Eastern’s Health Service after hours on Thursdays
and at the Coles County Health Department (825 18th Street)
The new ORASURE testing method is used (no blood draw required)
Call the Health Department to make an appointment for either testing site

Jaime: Kind of like Loveline on crack.

348-0530 / 258-0530
ask for Joyce of Judy

Matt: Wonderful analogy!
Jaime: So send in those probing, dark questions that plagued your dreams and nightmares
during your tender teen years. Check out our email addresses in the disclaimer provided below,
and get those fingers flyin’.

DISCLAIMER: Although Jaime and Matt are very insightful and unbelievably gifted in the ways of the
world, they are merely columnists and you should follow any advice they give at your own risk. This is
especially recommended since their source of wisdom is the Cosmic Muffin, whose wisdom is infallible in
all ways. The Verge bears no responsibility for these two since they are just wackos pulled off of the street.
To send questions, problems or raving compliments you can e-mail Jaime at cujmh19@pen.eiu.edu or
Matt at mfear@hotmail.com. Have a nice day and thank you for shopping with us!

verge editor
JESSICA SEDGWICK
associate verge editors
ALICE HOSTY

CHINA 88

copy editors
JUSTIN KMITCH
CHRISTY KILGORE
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cover design
ANDREW KLEMENS
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New York Style Bagels!

atNorthMarianne’s
Side of the square!

Sch

nitz

el

* Best
Homemade
Desserts

ALL SOUP FOR YOU!!
Lentil•Blackbean•Chicken & Rice
Chicken & Dumpling•Vegetable
Matzoball

urst

Bratw

* Tortes
Avail. for
Holidays

• Daily Veggie Special • Homemade Wraps
• Best Fried Potatoes & Potato Pancakes in Town!!

* Breakfast Avail. Sat.
(2eggs, 2bacon slices, toast & coffee $3.00)
Sat open 8am-5pm

•M-F 10am-8pm • 348-7733 • Catering Available

New York Style Bagels!

Central Illinois Vision Association

Don’t let the name fool you
New & Used Car Rental
W. Rt. 16 Charleston
Charleston
(217) 345-1072
Mention this ad and receive a 10% discount!

New York Style Bagels!

Matt: Before I start, I must say that although
Jaime is the brains of this outfit, I am the looks
and personality (but we already knew that, didn’t
we). I am a Cancer and have a fondness for racquetball, as well as the finer things in life (namely Captain Morgan and Swisher Sweets). I have
been writing columns like this for about two
years now, so I guess that makes me the senior
columnist ... wouldn’t you say so Jaime?

vines growing on Old Main. But I must confess, I
do bow down before the unadulterated glow
wrapped delicately around the words you carefully place on Page 2 of our beloved Verge.

“Coping with A Medical Illness”
Discover and discuss how a medical illness can
effect more than someone’s health. Learn skill
and available to deal with your own, a family
member’s or a friend’s medical illness. Mark
Conard, EIU Counseling Center Monday, January
18, 1999 7:00 p.m.
Charleston/ Mattoon Room, MLK Union
Sponsored by the Counseling Center

New York Style Bagels!

Jaime: I would be starting this column right
now, but Matt Fear – the other writer of this column – is hugging everything in sight, including
lampposts and guard rails, which he often
strokes lovingly. Ah, Matt! You’re back!

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

Gargamile
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Snow leads to fewer tickets, more headaches
Eastern’s 12-person grounds crew
works on clearing parking lots
By Laura Irvine

The grounds department has two
snow plows and tractors with plows
attached to them to help clear the
snow.
Although many people have been
parking their cars wherever they
could when the snow was covering
parking lines, the University Police
Department has given out less tickets
to illegally parked cars than they normally do.
“There has been a decrease in the
amount of parking tickets issued this
week,” said Sgt. Ron Osborne.
“We’ve issued less because the lines
in all of the parking lots are covered
with snow so we can’t tell if people
aren’t parked in them.”
Osborne said the officers are trying to work with the students about
parking but will resume ticketing
regularly once some of the snow
melts.
“We are looking for people who
are obviously illegally parked or people who are parked in handicapped
spots.”

Campus editor

Despite the recent snow and ice
storm that hit Charleston, Eastern’s
grounds crew has tried to keep the
campus safe with a staff of 12.
Eastern’s grounds crew has been
working to make sure the parking
lots are as clear as possible and the
sidewalks are plowed and covered
with salt.
“(Wednesday) we put down ice
melt and sand on the sidewalks,” said
Jon Collins, superintendent of the
grounds crew at the Physical Plant.
Although the grounds crew did
not hire any outside help to clear the
snow and ice, Collins said two workers who are normally laid off this
time of year were hired back to assist
the 10 regular grounds crew workers.
Collins said the grounds crew has
been working to clear the parking
lots to make things easier for everyone on campus.
“Initially (the parking lots) were
the first priority along with the sidewalks,” he said.

Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Parking is running short on campus and cars are double parked with the abundance of piled up snow. Officers are only
writing tickets to people who are obviously illegally parked or are in handicapped spaces. Officers will resume ticketing
regularly once some of the snow melts.

Burch unfit for trial Courses to be dropped
Accused unaware
from
university
catalog
of murder charges
Christy Kilgore
City editor

The woman accused of soliciting the
murders of two Coles County deputy
sheriffs, and other county officials, has
been deemed mentally unfit to stand
trial, a psychologist concluded.
Clinical psychologist Jerry Boyd, of
Charleston, in documents filed in court
Tuesday, determined Kennie Lynn
Burch, 52, of Charleston does not
understand the charges against her and
is unable to help in her own defense.
Burch stands accused of approaching
an undercover police officer and offering him the title to a 1985 Chevrolet
Celebrity automobile in return for the
deaths of probation officer Alison
Sanders and Sgt. Steve Darimont of the

sheriff’s department.
Burch is also suspected of targeting
judges, members of the state’s attorney’s office and others all connected to
Burch’s past.
In November, Circuit Judge Ralph
Pearman ordered Burch be examined
for mental fitness after the request by
her attorney, Todd Reardon.
Now, a judge must rule if Burch is fit.
Criminal suspects ruled unfit to stand
trial must get treatment at a state facility until they are legally fit, or remain in
the facility until the maximum length of
time they could have been sentenced to.
Other recently filed documents state
Burch will be allowed to visit her son in
the hospital in Champaign at times designated by the Coles County Sheriff’s
Department.
Burch’s son, Cody Burch, allegedly
shot himself in 1997 while in the back
of a Coles County Sheriff’s Department
squad car.

Writers wanted
Do you think you are a good writer?
Feel the need to express yourself?
Join the Daily Eastern News
Call Deana at 581-2812

Now delivering 11 am
to close everyday

2-14”

Large Pizza

Large Pizzas

with

with

1 topping

1 topping

Lunch or Late
Midnight Munch
1 Large Pizza w/ 1 topping
plus Crazy Bread & (1)2-liter Bottle of Coke

$

699

Valid for a limited time at
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.

1399

$

Valid for a limited time at
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.

Administration editor

Several courses will be deleted from the next
university catalog and will no longer be offered.
A letter of correspondence addressed to the
Council on Academic Affairs Thursday listed
the 23 courses that will no longer be offered at
Eastern.
“These courses will not appear in the next
catalog and will not be taught from that point
on,” said Mary Herrington-Perry, assistant vice
president for academic affairs.
Herrington-Perry said many of the courses
have not been offered for several semesters.
Some of the classes will no longer be offered
because they have had a history of low enrollment, she said.
Courses that will no longer be offered
include:
•BED 4000; School Business Management
Internship
•BED 4750; Administrative Office
Management
•CHM 4780; Chemical Instrumentation for
Biology
•EVB 4490; Seminar in Environmental
Biology
•FLG 1001; Conversational German for
Beginners I

345-4743

3 W. Lincoln

1-14”

By Meghan McMahon

10

$

Valid for a limited time at
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.

We accept Master Card & Visa

99

Store Hours
Sun-Thurs 11-12
Fri-Sat 11-2
Now Delivering
all day

•FLF 1001; Conversational French for
Beginners I
•IST 1200; Introduction to Library/Media
Use
•INT 3033; Production Drafting and Design
•PED 1480; Canoeing
•PED 3750; Softball Coaching
•PSY 3250; Human Interaction Skills
•PSY 3400; Methods of Teaching
Psychology
•SOC 3662; The Sociology of Religion
•SOC 3681; Public Opinion and Propaganda
•SOC 3810; Urban Sociology
•SOC 4251; The Sociology of Education
•SPC 3020; Advanced Applied Forensics
•SPC 4170; Oral Communication Theories
•ZOO 3002C; Origin and Extinction
•ZOO 4900; Cardiovascular Physiology
In other business, Marilyn Wilkins, professor
of administrative information systems, was
appointed as a new CAA member. Wilkins will
replace Ken Sutton on the CAA because he
retired at the end of last semester.
Originally Al Horney was supposed to fill
Sutton’s seat but he declined to accept the position.
Wilkins was selected as a replacement
because in the election that Sutton was elected
in, Wilkins did not receive enough votes to sit on
the council but was selected as an alternate.

4 o’clock club
Fri: 3.0050 Pitchers
2. Appetizers
Sat: Welcome Back
Open Beer Breakfast
@ 9:00 a.m.
00
3. Domestic Pitchers

On the Verge of the Weekend

Music critic picks Top

WEIU hip-hop DJ picks
by christopher lewis
Staff writer
10. Any No Limit album
I am not a No Limit fan, but there are
about four or five million people that, as
No Limit says, are “Bout it, bout it.” So for
my own personal safety, I included this one.
9. Ras Kass “Reassination” – Lyrically
the best of 1998, but his production was not
as impressive as his lyrics. One of the most
talented MC’S and I think 1999 will be his
year.
8. Big Punisher “Capital Punishment,”
Fat Joe“Don Cartagena” and Noreaga
“N.O.R.E.” – These albums all contain
the same element of success and have
numerous cameo appearances by some of
the hottest MC’s and superior productions. These Latinos blow up the scene in
1998 and will continue to shine in 1999!!!
7. Gangstarr “Moment of Truth” – D.J.
Premier was just amazing on the production
of this album, and Guru was Guru. This is an
album that grabs you from beginning to end.
6. Brand Nubians “Foundations” – It
brought a tear to my eye when I heard
that Grand Puba reunited with his former
group. Their first single hit hard on the
scene with “Don’t let it go to your head.”
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They also have a song on the album with
of the best MC’s ever – Common.
5. DMX “It’s Dark and Hell is Hot” –
What can I say but, “Get At Me Dot. He
had the hottest production of 1998. He
was almost as busy as Noreaga with all of
his cameo appearances.
4. Blackstar – This is my favorite album of
the year, but their record label is not very
friendly to small time college radio stations.
Blackstar is underground hip-hop at its best.
3. Jay-Z “Hard Knock Life.” – Jigga
dropped two albums and a soundtrack in
1998. The “Hard Knock Life.” album did
something that most hip-hop albums fail
to do. Jay-Hovah also had the sample of
the year with Little Orphan Annie singing
the hook on the “Hark Knock Life.”
2. Outkast, “Aquemini.” – What you
know about the dirty south? These two
MC’s have a very powerful chemistry.
“Aquemini” is a brilliant record.
1. Lauryn Hill, “The Miseducation of
Lauryn Hill.” – She represented hip-hop
to the utmost, even tough her record contains very little rapping. What makes this
album number one is that she did the writing, producing, rapping and singing on the
album. Lauryn Hill, I would drink your bath
water.
You can listen to Christopher Lewis

by jaime hodge
Staff writer
5. “Little Plastic Castle” Ani
Difranco–
She rocked the world of many an angst-ridden young female suffering from relationshipinduced frustration. But Difranco’s eleventh
solo album, “Little Plastic Castle,” nurtured a
softer side with such soulfully sweet (yet still
spiky) tunes as “Independence Day” and “As
Is” as well as maintaining her fiery femme
edge.
4. “No Cats” Lee Rocker – Rocker,
former bassist for the Stray Cats, embraced
not only rockabilly tunes, but also expanded his musical palette to include slow,
bluesy tracks on his new solo album, “No
Cats.” He wrote most of the songs and
even did the vocals for them, proving his
talents lie in other areas than just playing
backup to Setzer’s flashy guitar.
3. “The Dirty Boogie” Brian Setzer
Orchestra – Lee Rocker isn’t the only
Stray Cat with a new gig. With his jazzedup formula of rock ‘n’ roll-powered swing,
Brian Setzer has also reclaimed the fame
he enjoyed as the Cats’ frontman.
Setzer’s ability to craft the brass around
his flying fretwork proves his gift with

music and only extends his extraordinary
longevity as a musician – something missing
from most “music artists” in the ‘90s,
where it has become the norm to dish out
a disc every three years. I just hope his
pompadour stays intact as long as originality.
2. “Acme” The Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion – The Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion somehow combine strange, hypnotic guitar bits, electronica and hip-hop
beats in “Acme’s” tunes, although the
album remains bluesy in context. And
although the JSBX isn’t as popular with
blues purists, it still captured a distorted flavor and a different vein of music that could
blow up into another form of musical
expression entirely.
1. “Stunt” Barenaked Ladies – This
Canada quintet’s unique blend of whimsical
fluff clamored America’s airwaves with lyrics
about anything from Brian Wilson to
Chinese chicken. In their own right, they’ve
become the K.C. & the Sunshine Band of the
‘90s, bringing happy, shiny tunes to a very
broad spectrum of listeners. I’ve seen anyone from die-hard punk fans to sorority sisters bobbing their head to “If I Had
$1,000,000.” And no one even seems to care
that you can barely understand a damn word
in “One Week” even when you have the

Stangland from page 1b

acclaimed dark comedy, “In the Company
of Men.” This picture is another dark look
at diseased love and marriage that is sure
to shock viewers. The movie stars Ben
Stiller, Jason Patric and Aaron Eckhart,
profiling a psychological look at couples
flirting with adultery and the unhappiness
that comes from it. The movie has excellent dialogue and many surprises.
7. “A Simple Plan” / Director Sam
Raimi – This picture is adapted from Scott
B. Smith’s novel of three men who accidentally find a plane crash and $4 million. The
movie is a dark comedy similar to that of
“Pulp Fiction” and “Fargo,” but with an
emotional story of the relationship
between two brothers played by Bill
Paxton and Billy Bob Thornton. The relationship mirrors George and Lenny from
the classic novel Of Mice and Men. Billy
Bob Thornton is superb in a definite Oscar
nomination as the absent minded brother.
6. “The Horse Whisperer” / Director
Robert Redford – Redford directs a beautiful film adapted from the best selling
novel. A long and tiring movie for some,
but it reveals a beautiful story of a broken
family and an injured horse both healed by
one man. The cinematography is beautiful;
Redford directs the movie to give the
rampant horse a personality.
5. “Happiness” / Director Todd Solondz
– The most controversial film of the year
comes from the director of the 1997 film
“Welcome to the Dollhouse.” The film follows a series of characters at their worst.
It is an emotional, heartfelt and stomach
twisting look at depraved and lonely people. After watching 20 minutes of these
pathetic lives, Solondz instills into the audience a shock that makes you grateful for
having the life you’ve got.

works, and this film from the brain behind
“The Usual Suspects,” follows the tradition
of “The Shawshank Redemption.” British
actor Ian McKellen is astounding as a Nazi
war criminal in hiding who becomes an
unwilling teacher for a boy (Brad Renfro) .
Psychologically speaking, the year’s most
terrifying film.
7. “Babe: Pig in the City” / Director
George Miller – A sequel that surpasses
the original in every way. Everyone’s
favorite pig winds up in a beautiful fictional
city that includes the Hollywood sign, the
Statue of Liberty and other landmarks
from around the world. The film’s major
accomplishment, aside from its triumphant
art direction, is the fact that the dialogue
written for the animals is far better than
the dialogue spoken by most humans in
films these days.
6. “Shakespeare in Love” / Director
John Madden – Marc Norman and Tom
Stoppard deliver one of the year’s best
screenplays. This one is about William
Shakespeare’s struggles to write his new
play, “Romeo and Ethel, the Pirate’s
Daughter.” The acting is first rate from
Gwyneth Paltrow, Joseph Fiennes as the
bard himself and a very funny Geoffrey
Rush (an Oscar winner for 1996’s “Shine”).
5. “Dark City” / Director Alex Proyas –
1998’s most overlooked and under-appreciated film was this striking science fiction
tale about a city that exists in a perpetual
state of darkness, presided over by a group
of beings that experiment on the human
mind. Look for Kiefer Sutherland as the
deranged Dr. Schreber.
4. “The Big Lebowski” / Director Joel
Coen – 1998’s funniest film came from the
Coen Brothers, who once again find new
ways to entertain audiences just as they

Concert Calendar
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4. “Saving Private Ryan” / Director
Steven Spielberg – This film is a masterful
shooting of D-Day showing gruesome
detail and emotional aghast at the realities
of war. The story isn’t as emotional as war
movies in the past, such as “Platoon” or
“Glory,” but Spielberg’s camera work sets
new ground for war pictures. It is an hour
of live action footage with strewn bodies,
blood curdling screams and dizzy camera
shaking insuring viewers that war sucks.
3. “Shakespeare In Love” / Director
John Madden – This is the wittiest and most
charming film of the year. It puts a dent in
the brilliance of William Shakespeare’s writing and creates a parody love story of
Romeo and Juliet with Shakespeare (Joseph
Fiennes) and a lady of nobility (Gwenyth
Paltrow). The movie is brilliantly acted.
2. “The Butcher Boy” / Director Neil
Jordan – The director of the “Crying Game”
delivers a wonderful movie written with
Patrick McCabe and adapted from McCabe’s
novel of an Irish boy growing up alone in a
dysfunctional family that leaves him alone
with his fantasy world. It is almost like an
Irish prequel to Billy Bob Thornton’s “Sling
Blade.” The film is a look at the making of an
insane man with a good heart.
1. “There’s Something About Mary”
/ Director The Farrely brothers – A
shockingly funny slapstick comedy with an
enchanting story. The directors of “Dumb
and Dumber” and “Kingpin” struck
nationwide acclaim from critics and audiences, creating more talk than “Saving
Private Ryan.” The movie is the funniest
comedy of the decade, and will forever
leave a mark with its famous scenes of self
made hair gel, how not to sun tan, a killer
dog, caught in the zipper and “Have you
seen my baseball?”

Who

When

Where

have with “Fargo.” Jeff Bridges leads a cast
that includes John Goodman, Julianne
Moore, and Steve Buscemi through a
labyrinthian plot that features bowling, a
magic carpet ride and a Busby Berkeleystyle song and dance number.
3. “Pleasantville” / Director Gary Ross –
The writer of “Big” and “Dave” made his
directorial debut with this film about two
nineties teenagers who find themselves in the
black-and-white world of a 1950s sitcom.
Former Eastern student Joan Allen will likely
win an Oscar nomination for her portrayal of
the old-fashioned mom who discovers sex
with the help of teens (played wonderfully by
Tobey Maguire and Reese Witherspoon).
2. “Saving Private Ryan” / Director
Steven Spielberg – We’ve all heard about
how powerful the first 25 minutes of this
film are, and the invasion of Normandy
stands as one of the most horrifying and
visceral sequences I’ve ever seen on film.
Tom Hanks will likely win another Oscar
for his role as a teacher-turned-military
man. Spielberg really outdid himself.
1. “The Truman Show” / Director
Peter Weir – Can Jim Carrey do drama?
The answer is yes, and what a film he
chose to make his dramatic debut in. This
story of a man whose entire life has been
fabricated and televised not only entertains the audience, but also makes us think
about the media-saturated world we live
in. Could a real life “Truman Show” be far
off? Will America watch anything on television? These questions are posed at the
same time that we get caught up in
Truman’s quest for freedom. By the end,
the audience is cheering for Truman just as
much as the rabid fans depicted in the
movie. “The Truman Show” is a true original, and is the best film of 1998.

Price Phone

Pete & Gloria Rovel

5 - 8 p.m. Fri. Jan. 15

Creamy’s (Champaign)

free

359-6977

Jim Skinner Blues Band

9 p.m. Fri. Jan. 15

City of New Orleans (Champaign)

$3

359-2489

Roadside Prophets

10 p.m. Sat. Jan. 16

Top of the Roc

free

348-8018

Chris Jones of the Night Drivers

9 p.m. Sat. Jan. 16

Embassy (Champaign)

free

348-9526

Blues Deacons

9 p.m. Sat. Jan. 16

Creamy’s

free

359-6977

Matt Stuart

10 p.m. Sat. Jan. 16

City of New Orleans

$3

359-2489

Jeff Kerr w/ Billy Gault

9 p.m. Sun. Jan. 17

Embassy

free

348-9526

Keith Hardens w/ Dawna Nelson

9 p.m. Tues. Jan. 19

Embassy

free

348-9526

DJ Johnny

9:30 p.m. Wed. Jan. 20

Marty’s

free

345-2171

Brian Wilkie w/ Dave Dreyer

9 p.m. Wed. 20 Jan 20

Creamy’s

free

359-6977

Keith Harden w/ Andy Lund

359-6977

9 p.m. Thurs. Jan. 21

Creamy’s

free

Oyster Rockafeller

9 p.m. Thurs. Jan. 21

The Hideway (Champaign)

free

356-3081

Two Rivers

9 p.m. Thurs. Jan. 21

City of New Orleans

$2

359-2489
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Out in the
cold

T

he formation of the shuttle bus committee Wednesday was a positive move by
the Student Senate but will only be
beneficial if the group gets to work
right away.
The committee will be composed of two representatives from the Student Senate, Eastern’s
administration and two community representatives. They will meet at least twice a semester
and meetings are open to everyone.
The sight of students standing outside, shivering on street corners, has become all too familiar
as the Student Senate and city continue to debate
the Panther Express route.
With the springlike
weather
Panther Express
Charleston
experienced
The Shuttle Bus Advisory
during most of last
committee has a responsibility
to provide students with reliable
semester, the bus was
transportation.
not a necessity. But
with this week’s snow,
freezing temperatures, ice and rain, the shuttle
has become a necessity for transportation around
campus.
Melissa Girten, coordinator of the project and
others involved in the start-up of the shuttle, said
signs and a definite route would be in place at
the beginning of this semester.
City Manager Bill Riebe said the city is waiting to make and place the signs until a definite
route and set times have been decided.
The schedule has been reduced to a guessing
game with students left hoping the bus will be
by soon.
All full-time students are paying a fee of
$2.50 each semester for the use of this service
and months after its start date, the shuttle it not
up and running with a reliable schedule.
Members of the advisory committee need to
take their responsibility seriously and decide on
a route and post signs so the shuttle can be used
as it was intended.
The Panther Express will only benefit students
and be worth the $2.50 per semester if they can
rely on it to transport them around campus and
Charleston.
■ The

editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

“

Today’s quote

Dost thou love life? Then do not squander time;
for that’s the stuff life is made of.
Benjamin Franklin
American statesman, scientist and philosopher, 1706-1790

”

Give Gen-Xers a chance

t a friends house
recently I was
thumbing through
one of those books
dedicated to berating
“Generation-X,” the slacker
generation of 20-somethings
who have supposedly devoted
Christy Kilgore
their lives to TV and Nintendo.
City editor
I think this book called us the
‘Thirteenth Generation.’ The
designation is more or less justified mathematically (depending on how long you think a generation is), but I doubt it
was chosen for that reason. The writers wanted to prove
the point that we are all a bunch of binge-drinking losers.
What better number to represent us than the number 13?
An eternal symbol of bad luck and damnation.
We are labeled as a non-generation generation. We
have no real identity and are constantly presented with
new test scores showing we can’t find our butt on a map,
add two plus two, bale hay, learn basic grammar skills, or
tie a good slip knot. We don’t care about anything but the
way we look.
Another idiom for our generation is the ‘Scapegoat
Generation’ referring to the phenomenon of our generation being blamed for the steady decline of good ol’ fashioned ‘Merican values. The dumbing of America is being
blamed on a group of people who program computers,
volunteer, face issues like divorce, murder, rape, AIDS
and presidential scandal on an everyday basis.
The scapegoating of us X-ers is not a new phenomenon. Many of our elders, including our distinguished faculty, were once ‘those kids today’ doing everything from
smoking weed to protesting the Vietnam War, to burning
bras. They were told to get their hair cut and get a real
job, too, and they seem to be doing OK as far as I can tell.
With considerable exceptions (e.g. Newt Gingrich and
Kathie Lee Gifford) they are a well-rounded, relatively
intelligent group. The only problem is, they are now subjecting their children to the same holier than thou attitude

Students waste time
waiting for the shuttle
Sure the whole idea sounds great, but
sounding great and being great are two
different things. We do not have all day
to sit around waiting for the bus to some
and pick us up. In the same respect we
cannot afford to be stranded somewhere
for hours on end without having any
way of contacting the bus. You never
have any idea where the bus is and
where it will pick you up, so you could
be standing on one block and miss the
bus only because you were on the
wrong block. The last problem is that
when one bus driver is nice enough to
drop you off somewhere specific the bus
driver forgets to tell his/her replacement
where he/she dropped off the customer.
The Panther Express can become an
excellent asset to the campus if it only
got a little more efficient and organized.

Sarah Prescott
Freshman political science major

that they were plagued by.
Baby boomers, once united
under the battle cry of “don’t
“Blaming the
trust anyone over 30” are now
at least 30 and looking for
MTV generation
someone to not trust. As it
will only blow up turns out, it’s us.
I’m not claiming that
in everyone’s faces
everyone between the ages of
in the end.”
15 and 25 spends all their free
time polishing their halos. I
admit we party hard, but we
work hard too. Most of the students I have encountered at Eastern for example, spend a
lot more time on campus with their nose in a book (or
computer) than in a bar. The reports of binge drinking,
date-rape drugs and drug addicted kids, although valid
issues, are so frequent largely because of (ahem) sensationalism in media. (Would you rather hear about a 12year-old drug addict, or the local VFW pancake breakfast?) The problem with this is that just because one
school has a playground shooting, it doesn’t mean every
single pudgy-faced sixth grader is ready to gun you down
if you call him ‘lardo.’ Which you shouldn’t do anyway.
The only good generalization is that generalization
isn’t good. I’m not blaming baby boomers, Generation-X,
aliens, the media, or any ethnic group specifically for
America’s problems. I’m blaming all of them equally.
America’s declining morality, work ethic and public consciousness are problems for everyone and we should
spend more time working on solutions than trying to find
someone to blame.
Blaming the MTV generation will only blow up in
everyone’s faces in the end. We are the world’s future
leaders and if we keep being called stupid, we’re going to
start, like, believing it.
Christy Kilgore is a sophomore journalism major and a
monthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail
address is cucek4@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the
author.

■

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
Student Senate looking
for new participants
We are always looking for students to become involved in Student
Senate. So, the purpose of this letter
is to inform the student body of the
numerous positions that we have
available in senate for those who
wish to be involved.
We currently have two off-campus
senate seats, one on-campus, and one
at-large senate seat available.
Applications are available now in
the Student Government office,
across from Copy Express in the
Union, and they will be due Friday,
Jan. 22 in the same office by 2 p.m.
In addition, we are creating a

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu

Senate Staff. We will be accepting up
to 30 students for these positions.
Responsibilities for this position are
not yet finalized, but the job will be
very similar to what typical staff
workers do for Congressman.
Applications are available now in
the same office, but no due date will
be set. If you are interested in being
involved in senate in the future, this
will be a great way to get valuable
experience.
I strongly encourage any student
to apply for both of these positions. It
is a very interesting job, and students
are able to have meaningful votes on
important university matters. Being a
Student Senate member can also be a
valuable addition to any resume.
Questions can be forwarded to Bill
at 5522.

Bill Gruen
Speaker of the Student Senate
Senior psychology major
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New Year’s
One of Eastern’s favorite entertainers is back for his sixth show
to turn women into wrestlers and men into prom queens.
by jessica sedgwick
Verge editor
Back for the sixth time to
turn students into farm animals
and World Wrestling Federation
champions is hypnotist Dr. Jim
Wand.
Volunteers from the audience
will be transformed beginning at
8 p.m. Thursday. Sponsored by
University Board, this hypnotic
event is free and open to the
public. The location of the event
is yet to be announced.
“It’s a pretty powerful show,”
said Cice Brinker, assistant director of student life. “But it’s also
a lot of fun.”
The show is an opportunity
for students to become part of
their wildest dreams, Brinker
said. Students will become anything from comedians to impersonator to music super stars.
Wand, who keeps all of his
performances on file so he can
make changes, said last year at
Eastern he hypnotized people to
think and act like they were driving trucks, among other things.
“I made guys think they were
beautiful women in a beauty
pageant and women think they
were WWF wrestlers,” said
Wand. I also made a guy think
he
was
John
Michael
Montgomery, and he sang for
everyone.”
Wand, who performs 225 to
300 shows a year, said he has

never had a person come on
stage by themselves and not
become hypnotized. Out of a
group of 20 volunteers, he said
seven or so do not become hypnotized.
“Sometimes even the audi-

photo courtesy of Jim Wand
Hypnotist Jim Wand will bring his
magic to Eastern for the sixth time.

ence members become hypnotized and have their hands
shooting up in the air.”
The audiences members can be
the funniest people sometimes,
Wand said.
“You might see the world’s
funniest comedian, but this is a
chance to see 20 of them on
stage, and some of them might
be people you know,” Wand
said. “It’s a fast-paced, hilarious
show.”
But the show is not just fun

and games. Wand said he is a
former clinical psychologist and
is a strong believer in hypnosis as
a way to make changes in one’s
life.
Before he began his 15 year
career traveling around to colleges and high schools, he used
hypnosis in practice to help
people with issues such as quitting smoking and being afraid of
public speaking and taking
tests.
“I believe hypnosis is a popular method in bring about
changes in an individual’s life with
issues they need to overcome
but also things to improve like
athletics, music and theater,”
Wand said.
Wand leaves brochures for
students about hypnosis at the
show. In the brochure he invites
anyone interested in hypnosis to
send a letter requesting further
information, which he responds
to by sending four free instructional video tapes on how to
hypnotize yourself.
Last year more than 800 people attended. Brinker suggests
coming early because last year
some people had to stand.
“The show is the University
Board’s way of kicking off the
new school semester with a
new event,” Brinker said. “He’s
always had a great turnout and
we’ve got positive feedback that
students really like that type of
entertainment and really liked
the show. “

Your Church Home away from home

13982 Old State Road; Ph:345-3003

Worship at 9:30; Sunday school at 10:45
Check our website: <www.disciplesofchrist.org>

Joe Collins –
sophomore journalism major
“I resolved to go
to more Cubs
games. I think they have a great
shot at the championship this
year,” Collins said. Collins hasn’t
pried himself out of Charleston
during the school year to go to
games, but he will try to do better this semester.
Kendra Harris –
sophomore special
education
major
“I’m going to start
taking the stairs to the fourth
floor dorm room instead of the
elevator,” professed Harris.
Harris’s New Year’s resolution
is to exercise more, and taking
the stairs is her first step.
Thaddeus Blue
Searcy – junior
business major
This business
major / rhythm
and blues singer is making the
resolution to make it big this
year. Formally paired with his
brother Kaleb in “K-love and

1 for $5
5 for $20
12 for $35
20 for $50

605 Monroe
345-3142

Located in
Styles & Co. Hair Salon

Blue,” the duo has added a third
member, Walter English, under
the new name “Night and Day.”
Searcy added, “We’re gonna
send out our demos to more
people and try t make it happen.”
Greg Grinestaff
– senior elementar y education
major
“My resolution is
not to bitch anymore,” Grinestaff said. His inspiration is the love he has for his
wife. He doesn’t want to annoy
her anymore with complaints
about his commute from
Effingham. He is at Eastern five
days a week from 8 a.m. to 9:30
p.m. with lots of staring at the
clock between classes. He’s
going to put his waiting time into
studying.
Jesse Foley –
junior elementary
education major
Stupid resolutions!
Foley
decided to call the whole thing
off. “I make them every year and
I never follow through on them
... I don’t know anyone else who
does either,” Foley said. He had
made the resolution to quit
smoking for the past three years,
and it just didn’t happen.

Sell your junk in the
Classifieds...it’s gotta be
worth somethin’ to
someone!

Sunsation
Tanning Salon

Disciples of Christ
Christian Church

Growing Together in God’s Love in a
Spirit of Tolerance, Diversity, & Inclusion

The Verge staff decided to ditch
the office and prowl the campus
to find out what students want
to do better in 1999.

Special

25 tans for
$50

We accept all major credit cards.

Place an ad in the Daily Eastern
News today and have some
moola for the weekend.

campus

inbrief
Executive position
open on RHA board
Residence Hall Association
members Thursday accepted
nominations for the vice
president position on the RHA
executive board.
RHA members nominated
three candidates for the position
of vice president, but only one of
the nominations was
accepted.
Stacy Irwin was the only
nominated person who accepted
the nomination. Doug Howell
and Amanda Arnold both
declined.
The RHA vice president is in
charge of the five committees of
RHA and is responsible for
getting committee chairs. The
vice president term is one year.
The executive board of the
RHA consists of six positions.
Those positions include
president, vice president,
secretary, treasurer, major
contribution chair, and the
national and Illinois
communications coordinator.
At next week’s RHA
meeting, members will once
again accept nominations for the
vice president position. After all
nominations are in the
candidates will go through a
question and answer session
with the vote to be taken by
secret ballot.
In other business, current
RHA Vice President Colleen
Shanahan gave an update on the
five RHA committees.
The student publication
committee is in charge of putting
together the RHA newsletter

called Stud Pup. Stud Pup is a
newsletter compiled of stories of
issues and programs going on in
residence halls.
The Helping Hands
committee visits nursing home
residents and helps with
community service.
The fund-raising committee
is in charge of the major fundraising for RHA.
Fun Stuff committee is a
committee set up to make
meeting more interesting. The
committee has fun games
planned during the meeting.
The Little People’s
committee plans events and
activities for Little People’s
weekend.
– Chris Sievers,
Student government editor

everyday.
He said the information can
help children with a sick parent,
or help anyone deal with an
illness.
Conard will speak about
information and healing
techniques and is still working
on making it interactive. The
presentation will include
overheads, a speech and answers
to any question the participants
may have, Conrad said.
Conard works at the Eastern
Counseling Center and has
contributed the information to
undergraduate classes before, but
this is his first time in a
presentation format, he said.
The session is open to anyone
and should last from 45 minutes
to an hour, Conard said.
– Dan Ochwat,
Activities editor

Workshop intends
to heal chronic pain Diversity conference
People who are plagued with
features 13 speakers
chronic pain and illness and
struggle to cope with the
afflictions withstand more than
people know, and the EIU
Counseling Center can help.
Mark Conard, intern at the
Counseling Center, is
developing a workshop to deal
with medical illnesses for
students, their families, friends
or anyone else.
The workshop will begin at 7
p.m. Monday in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
“Nobody knows the struggle
people with illnesses go
through,” Conard said, so he
developed a workshop to spread
information about people who
can help.
The presentation is being
held to provide information on
coping with an illness, Conard
said; it could be chronic back
pain, cancer, stress, or any
illness that plagues someone

M O D E LS N E E D E D
WE NEED MODELS FOR LEGITIMATE
PRINT MEDIA WORK
IF INTERESTED SEND HEAD SHOT AND
EXPERIENCE INFO TO FOTOFX P.O. BOX
285 CHARLESTON, IL 61920
OR CALL 345-4245

(formerly known as Topper’s Pizza)
215 Lincoln Ave. • Charleston

Specials for 1/15-1/17

$5.99

$11.99

large 1 topping

two large 1 topping

HUGE
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20 inch 1 topping

11.85

Try our lasagna with free garlic bread
for only $5.00

hot wings, cheese
sticks, salads, and sandwiches
We also have

348-5454

“Opening Doors: Diversity at
Eastern,” a day-long conference
Thursday will feature 13
speeches regarding a variety of
topics, including race, gender,
national origin, sexual
orientation and disabilities.
Teshome Abebe, vice
president for academic affairs,
will give the keynote address at
the conference, titled “Opening
Doors, Opening Minds.”
The educational seminars
begin at 8:30 a.m. and conclude
at 9 p.m. Registration is
required for the 2 p.m. session
titled “Cultural Tension: A
Conflict Resolution Train the
Mediator.”
Registration and $6.95 are
also required to attend the luncheon from 11:30 a.m. to 12:50
p.m.
The registration fee must be
received by the Office of Civil
Rights and Diversity, 108 Old
Main, by Monday.

AB changes bylaws
for emergencies
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor

Apportionment Board members
Thursday approved changes to the
AB bylaws that remove the ability
from the student vice president for
financial affairs to declare a financial emergency.
The bylaws state that except in
the event of a dire emergency, the
balance in the AB reserve account
should not fall below $100,000. The
student vice president for financial
affairs has the power to determine
which requests are deemed emergencies.
The bylaws now read that the
student vice president for financial
affairs can determine if there is an
emergency, but the request must be
voted on by the board in order for
the emergency to be declared.
The changes in the AB bylaws
also include adding a third voting
faculty member to the board. The
board currently has two voting fac-

ulty members on the boards and one
alternate.
In other business, AB Chair
Mike Hansen announced the scheduled times for the five fee-funded
boards to give their budget requests.
The deadline for all budgets to be
turned in to the AB is Feb. 1.
Hansen said the board is currently deciding where the $100,000
should be spent so the fee-funded
boards have an idea of what their
spending budget is.
“We are currently deciding on
where the $100,000 should be
divided up between the fee-funded
boards,” he said.
After the AB members decide
how the money should be divided
they will present their recommendations to the boards.
A change has been made in the
time the AB will meet. The new
time will be 6:30 p.m. Thursday in
the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

Donations accepted for courtyard
By Chris Bacon
Staff writer

Donations for the commemorative courtyard are still being accepted
to fund the project.
Eastern has received 389 gifts
totaling $62,750, for the commemorative courtyard so far, said Jill
Nilsen, vice president for external
relations.
Nilsen said the university has
received commitments for three
benches, five trees, 94 pavers and
261 bricks for the courtyard. Donors
have also given 26 gifts under $100
each for the courtyard.
The courtyard, which is located
between McAfee Gymnasium and
Ford Hall, may include larger struc-

What happens when 32 teeth
try to fit into a size 28
mouth?
For most of us, wisdom teeth represent four additional teeth that our mouth can’t accommodate. The result
can be impacted wisdom teeth producing pain and possibly
causing damage to the other teeth.
It is not unusual at this time of year for students to
have trouble with their wisdom teeth. Stress and lack of
proper rest and diet seem to act as a catalyst for a wisdom
tooth flair-up.
Ideally the mouth should be x-rayed in the teen
years to tell if the wisdom teeth are going to present a problem. If so, early removal is usually easier, less complicated
and recovery time is much shorter.
At Affiliates in Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery, the
removal of wisdom teeth is done as an outpatient surgery in
our offices and is often covered by insurance.

Affiliates in Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
102 Professional Plaza
Mattoon, IL 61938
217-345-7070 Philip R. Banghart, DDS

It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!

tures such as a clock tower and a
veranda.
“We are continuing to talk with
potential donors, and we hope to
eventually find the right donors who
are interested in contributing to these
large structures,” Nilsen said.
Nilsen said the donations are
ongoing, and she hopes to be able to
sell all the bricks for the courtyard.
“We are pleased with the level of
support we have received,” she said.
“The donations offer us a chance to
foster relationships with our alumni
and friends.”
For $100, donors can have their
names engraved on an 8 by 4 inch
brick. For $250, donors can have
their names engraved on a 16 by 16
inch brick.

On the Verge of the Weekend

“Civil Action.” Photo from
www.movies.go.com/civilaction/
by

Jessica Sedgwick and
Sean Stangland
Verge writers
There’s just no talk about Santa
anymore. Of all the films making
people laugh, cry and grimace
over the holidays, only one, Jack
Frost, exhibited a holiday theme.
Though the following three
films don’t keep up with the holiday spirit, they could arouse a
desire to read a Shakespearean
tragedy, go to law school or
maybe even rent Frankenstein.
“SHAKESPEARE IN
LOVE”
From John Madden, director of
the 1997 Oscar nominated Mrs.
Brown, comes an incredibly witty,
fast-paced love story. With each
line delivered flawlessly, this cast
achieved an unbelievable level of
emotional drama. .
Set in London in the year
1853, the film follows the trials
and tribulations of struggling
young poet and playwright
William Shakespeare
(Joseph Fiennes), who is experiencing a comical episode of writer’s block.
His world changes when he
meets and falls completely in love
with the beautiful, hopeless
romantic Viola (Gwyneth
Paltrow), who, desperate to
become an actor (in a time
when women are not allowed to
perform in the theatre), dresses
up as a man to audition for his
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This year’s holiday films bring audiences
Shakespeare, law and monsters
play. The hilarious film continues
with circles of plots that never
slow down for a second.
Paltrow’s deliverance of
Shakespeare’s poetry is always
eloquent, and her outrage of
emotions throughout the film are
dynamic and Oscar-worthy.
Actors twice her age wish they
had the range she has.
Another exceptional performance come from Fiennes, who
is both funny and eloquent. His
words flow from his mouth and
ring in the air like a true poet.
The only sore spot in the entire
film is Oscar-winner Ben Affleck
(“Good Will Hunting”) and his
performance as Ned Alleyn, an
actor born of royal blood. Come
on, Affleck, if everyone else is
speaking in a British accent, can’t
you leave Will Hunting and your
double burgers in Boston and try
to join the professionals of acting?
–Jessica Sedgwick
Miramax Films
★★★★
“GODS AND MONSTERS”
One of 1998’s most hailed
independent films is “Gods and
Monsters,” a look at the last days
of film director James Whale of
“Frankenstein” fame.
Already a winner for Best
Picture from the National Board
of Review, “Gods and Monsters”
features a wonderfully textured
performance from Ian McKellen,
last seen as the Nazi criminal in

Welcome back students!

“Apt Pupil.” Much Oscar buzz
has been generated by his performance, and with good reason; his
portrait of a desperate man
succeeds in being very touching
and, at times, amusing.
The film, written for the
screen and directed by Bill
Condon, has gained much controversy for its rather open and honest discussions and depictions of a
homosexual lifestyle, one that
Whale himself practiced.
Fortunately, the film portrays gays
with none of the stereotypes or
prejudices that people have come
to expect from other movies. In
fact, the most effeminate character in the whole piece is a straight
college student who interviews
Whale early in the film.
McKellen’s performance is
very strong and Whale’s life is
very interesting, but that is contrasted by a puzzling performance by Brendan Fraser as
Whale’s gardener and friend.
Fraser tends to over-emote in
much of the film, and his presence can be annoying at times.
Too bad he’s on screen for more
than half of the film.
But “Gods and Monsters” does
show us a unique personality and
tells a different story, and for that it
deserves praise. But without
McKellen, “Gods and Monsters”
would not be half the film it turned
out to be; his performance was one
of 1998’s best . – Sean Stangland
Lions Gate

★★★★
“CIVIL
ACTION”
John Travolta
plays personal
injur y lawyer
Jan Schlictmann
in “A Civil
Action,” a film
from the writer
of “Schindler’s Gods and Monsters photo from www.godsmonster.net/
List” that takes its plot from supporting cast includes the wonderful Robert Duvall and the
real events in the mid-eighties.
The story involves a lawsuit ever-present William H. Macy.
against two huge companies who Tony Shalhoub of “Wings” also
have dumped chemicals into a does a nice job, but he is rather
river in Massachusetts that leads underused.
The result is a nicely put
to an increase of leukemia cases
in a nearby town. The case is together film, albeit one that is
something new for Schlictmann, disappointing given the critical
who is portrayed at the film’s hype it received prior to its
opening as a cold, unfeeling shark release. Director Steven Zaillian
who is in the business for the did far better with his first film,
“Searching for Bobby Fischer,”
money alone.
The new case sparks a per- but still shows a gift for writing
sonality shift in Schlictmann, one intriguing dialogue. The film’s
that seems improbable within the true joys lie in the banter
context of the film. In fact, much between dueling lawyers
of this film seems cliched and Travolta and Duvall and in a
phony from a narrative stand- great cameo appearance by
point, leading one to believe that director Sydney Pollack as the
the screenplay has taken tremen- CEO of one of the accused conglomerates.
dous liberties with the truth.
Overall, “A Civil Action” cerBut the movie still works for
the most part; credit the perfor- tainly entertains, but it could have
mances for that. Travolta under- been so much more – Sean
plays his role a bit, which is differ- Stangland
Touchstone Pictures
ent from what we’ve seen from
him lately in movies like
★★★
“Face/Off” and “Mad City.” The
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Track teams at U of I Two meets, two days
By Jarrett Wells
Staff writer

The men’s and women’s track teams will
travel to Champaign Saturday to take on
Illinois, along with Indiana State, Illinois State,
and DePaul University.
This meet will be a true indication of where
the teams stand at this point in the season.
“Last week’s meet at Illinois State wasn’t a
good indication of where we’re at because we
only had one day of team practice to prepare for
the meet,” senior Chad White said. “Now that
we’ve had a full week of practice and we’re
used to being on the track again, this should tell
us where we’re at.”
For the women, it’s their first scored meet
since the Early Bird Meet on Dec. 10.
Coach Tom Akers believes this meet will be
a big challenge to his team.
“Illinois always has a solid team,” Akers
said. “They have an outstanding middle distance crew and their mile relay team finished
second in the nation indoors last year.
“Indiana State has a team that is similar to
ours in terms of depth and quality of athletes,”
he said. “Illinois State has a few guys that we

recruited, so it’ll be nice to run against them.
DePaul has some good individual athletes, but
they are not overly strong as a team.”
In running against Illinois State and Indiana
State, which are members of the Missouri
Valley Conference, Akers said this weekend has
heavy implications for the OVC Championship.
“Illinois State could handle any team in the
OVC, so running against them will give us an
idea of where we are in relation to the teams in
our conference,” he said.
Since Indiana State and Illinois State are two
of the top programs in the MVC, it will give the
team an idea of how it would stand up in another conference.
“It’s always nice to see where we would be
in another conference,” White said. “We know
that if we do well against the top teams in a conference it gives us confidence about winning
our own conference.”
Candi Phillips led the way for Eastern last
week at ISU by winning both the 55-meter high
hurdles and the high jump.
The team will once again be looking for
leadership from Sue Langer in the mile and
3000-meter run.

By Bill Ruthhart
Staff writer

After more than a two-week layoff, the
Eastern wrestling team looks to turn in solid
outings this weekend with meets at Northern
Illinois and Northern Iowa.
Head coach Ralph McCausland hopes the
break will have no affect on the team’s performance this weekend and suggests the couple of weeks off could be just what the team
needed.
“Wrestling last week could have had a
greater ill effect, because we weren’t
healthy,” McCausland said. “Christmas was
a good break and a needed break. Now we
need to get a good focus going into some key
matches.”
He said the team has had a good week of
practice and will be ready to get back into
action on Saturday.
“We’ve been focusing mainly on conditioning in practice going into the push for the
second half of the season,” McCausland said.
On Saturday, seeds for the regional tournament will be on the line as Eastern begins
a long stretch of dual meets. Key matchups
for Saturday’s meet at Northern Iowa will be

Kelly Revells
(133), Don Pool Panther
(144), and Rob wrestling
Serio (157).
The meet against Northern Iowa will also
be key as Revells, Pool, and Zach Derico
(197) will wrestle in critical match ups.
The break gave many wrestlers on the
team an opportunity to get healthy with
Ryan Anderson (149) being McCausland’s
only concern. Anderson will be evaluated at
practice and if he cannot wrestle this weekend, he will be replaced by Jason Lawrence.
McCausland says preparing for dual
meets is different from preparing for tournaments, which the team has competed in most
of this season.
“Preparing for dual meets is a different
element,” said McCausland, “We have to
prepare for one match at a time.”
Good focus and intensity will be essential
for the two meets this weekend, which leads
up to a long stretch of dual meets against Big
10 opponents.
“The second half of the season goes very,
very quickly,” McCausland said, “It is definitely important that we wrestle with intensity this weekend.”

Need to rent out that apartment for next year?
Advertise in next week’s housing guide.
Call 581-2812.
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Sublessors

ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and children with developmental disabilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling
for EVENING, NIGHT, and
WEEKEND shifts. Paid training
is provided. Apply at: CCAR
Industries 825 18th St.,
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E.__
______________________5/4
FREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations. Earn
$3 - $5 per Visa/MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a
FREE Baby Boom Box. 1-800932-0528 x65. www.ocmconcepts.com
_____________________4/12
AVAILABLE NOW! Individuals
to do intermittent in-home care
for children/adults with disabilities in COLES, CUMBERLAND,
and DOUGLAS counties.
Primarily evenings, and weekends. Excellent second job.
Send resume or apply at CCAR
Industries, 825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E.
______________________2/5
ATTN: WORK FROM HOME!
$500 - $4,000 P/T or F/T per
month. Training provided. ultimatesuccess.com or 800-2283661.
_____________________1/15
$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information
packet. Call 202-452-5942.
______________________5/4
MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Whoever said "going to work"
had to be boring and ordinary?
Heritage
Residential
Alternatives offers a new and
rewarding experience working
with individuals with developmental disabilities. Your concern can make a difference
while you make excellent pay!!
FT/PT positions available now!
Life/Health/Dental/401K for FT
and competitive starting salary,
flexible scheduling. HABILITATION AIDES/CNA'S P.T.
ASSISTANT, ACTIVITY AIDES,
NURSES/LPN'S. 2nd and 3rd
shifts, Flex time available, Full
training including state certification. $6.80-8.61 per hour.
Send resume or applications to:
Human Resources, 738 18th
St., Charleston, IL 61920.
Walk-Ins welcome, EOE. "All
things are possible to those
who believe."
_____________________1/22
Sitter needed for friendly puppy

Saturday's 8:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.
Jan. 23, 30, & Feb. 6. Call
Diane or Robert Smith. 2588084.
_____________________1/15
Full Time/Part Time positions
available to motivated, organized people interested in
working in a 16 bed group
home serving individuals who
have developmental disabilities.
Looking for a midnight to eight,
Medical Unity Director and
Activity Director. Requires a
H.S. diploma or GED. Apply in
person at 910 17th street or call
345-2922. Ask for Scott.
_____________________1/21
12 CNA's needed immediately
for full time 2nd and 3rd shift
positions. Excellent Benefits
package includes life, health,
401k and dental. Highly competitive starting salary. PART
TIME ALSO AVAIL. Apply @
738 18th Street, Charleston, IL
61920.
_____________________1/22
Loving Caucasian couple hop-

square feet, parking, laundry,
low utilities, available Fall and
Spring '99/00 (also available
Summer '99). $205 per bedroom, 10 or 12 month lease, 6
blocks north of Hardee's, phone
Dawn at 345-8893.
______________________2/8
Available immediately for the
Spring Semester. 2 bedroom
apar tment
fur nished.
$450/month call Park Place
Apartments at 348-1479.
_____________________1/15
Available Spring Semester - 2
bedroom close to campus.
Washer/Dr yer. No pets!
$400/month. Call 345-5037.
_____________________1/22
ALL UTILITIES PAID!! Large 1
bedroom apartments available
for Fall '99.
NO PETS! NO
PARTIES!! Very quiet building.
Mature, responsible people
only. $385 per month. 11 1/2
month lease. Located at 24
West Buchanan Avenue. Call
345-6759 and leave message.
______________________5/4
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS!
1611 9th Street. One girl needed for spring semester. Newly
redecorated apartment completely furnished. 2 garage
spaces also available for
spring. Call 345-7136.
______________________5/4
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING FOR 1999 2000 SCHOOL YEAR! 1611
9th Street. 1 block east of Old
Main, completely furnished.
Heat & garbage included. 9
month individual lease. Call
345-7136.
______________________5/4
3 bedroom house available for
Fall 1999. $210 per person - 3
occupants. 12 month lease.
Located at 811 Nor th 4th
Street. 897-6266.
_____________________1/15
4 bedroom house available Fall
1999. $225 per person 5 - 6
occupants. 12 month lease.
Located at 503 Harrison. Call
897-6266.
_____________________1/15
DORM SIZE FRIG as low as
$25.00 for Spring Semester.
348-7746.
______________________5/4
AVAIL. NOW, BRAND NEW
3BD DUPLEX For Spring
Semester, has all the amenities, water and trash paid.
$750/mo. 820 Lincoln Ave.
348-7746.
______________________5/4
4 Bedroom apts. 1430 9th St.
$200 per person. Call 3456621.
______________________5/4
On Square 3 or 4 people, Loft,

2 Bedroom sky light. Heat,
water, & trash $215 each. 3487733.
_____________________1/21
AVAIL AUG, 2 BD 1 1/2 BATH
FURN APT. 12 mo. lease,
trash paid, free laundry facility.
1017 Woodlawn. 348-7746.
______________________5/4
1 BR large furnished apt. located at 743 6th Street nice! Also
available large 2 BR Apt. Avail
now. Call 581-7729 or 3456127. $355 per mo.
______________________5/4
3 bedroom house for rent. Low
rent/utilities. Available now.
Great deal, call 345-5554.
1307 "A" St.
_____________________1/15
NICE 1 BDRM APT FOR 2
PERSONS.
FURNISHED
$440/MONTH.
1 BLOCK
NORTH OF O'BRIEN FIELD.
CALL HOWARD. 348-7653.
______________________5/4
7/8 persons for large 2 story
home,
fur nished
plus
washer/dryer. 1 block north of
O'Brien field. Call Howard 3487653.
______________________5/4
Efficiency apts. 1 1/2 blocks
from campus. Brand new
duplex, 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 baths,
3 blocks from campus. 3480394.
_____________________1/20
Female sublessor needed now.
$150/mo. Very close to campus. 234-9170.
_____________________1/15
For lease for the fall of '99 - 2
through 6 bedroom houses.
346-3583.
_____________________1/20
For Rent - Condos Oceanside.
$313-320.
$320-$327.
Pompano Beach, FL 345-3306.
_____________________1/26
Girls ver y large fur nished
house for 7 on first St. No pets.
345-5048 9-5p.m.
_____________________1/22
Girls 1, 2, & 3 bedroom furnished Apt. walking distance to
school. No pets. 345-5048 9-5
p.m.
_____________________1/22
2 bedroom, townhouse apt furnished. Trash pick up included.
2 blocks from campus. Call
348-0350.
_____________________1/15
3 Bedroom apts. 1125 4th St.
& 1426 9th St. $230 per month,
per person. call 345-6621.
______________________5/4
Brittany Ridge Fall 1999. 10
mo lease. 5 person. Stove,
Ref., Washer & Dryer. $220
per mo. per person. 345-9355.
_____________________1/22
McArthur Manor apartments. 2

bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345-2231.
______________________5/4
Need a cheap place to crash
through May? Rent is negotiable. Call now--348-5659.
_____________________1/15
APARTMENTS!! 2 or 3 bedrooms for fall. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS
at
345-3100
between 3-9p.m. See our website: www.campus-rentals.com.
_____________________1/29
Sublessor needed. Own bed-

room apar tment, rent negotiable. 1112 Division #1. Open
immediately. Call Jim Wood at
C-21 Wood Real Estate at 3454489.
_____________________1/29
SUBLESSORS NEEDED. 2
bedroom Apt. available for
Spring 99. Call 345-4019.
_____________________1/22
New 3BR House 2-Story; 1 1/2
Bath. Close to Campus. 3455022.
______________________5/4
NEEDED SUBLESSOR FOR
SP 99. ON 6TH ST. WATER &
ELECTRIC INCLUDED OWN
BEDROOM. CALL DANNY @
345-8283.
_____________________1/19

Adoption
ing to adopt a baby. We will
provide your child with a good
home and all the love, care,
patience, understanding, guidance, and support throughout
life that you would expect us to.
Without a child our lives are
incomplete. We realize you
have a choice and beg you
please let it be us. Call collect
Judy & Alan 773-229-0691.
_____________________1/15
Fall 5,4,3, & 2 bedroom houses

For Rent
and brand new 2 bedroom
apartments. Close to campus.
Call 348-5032.
______________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL '99. 1,
2, & 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.
______________________5/4
710 Buchanan - 1/2 block north
of campus. 3 bedroom furnished for 5 - 6 students. Call
345-8547.
_____________________1/22
ORCHARD PARK APARTMENTS. 3 bedroom, 3 or 4
people needed. Call 345-9258
after noon or 345-2416 anytime.
_____________________1/15
Apartments: 1, 2 or 3 bedroom.
1 to 4 people needed.
Reasonable. Call 345-2416.
_____________________1/15
Furnished 4 bedroom, 1250
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Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

Phone:__________________Student

❏ Yes ❏ No

Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Sublessors
room, one housemate. Next to
campus call 815-485-8710.
_____________________3/15
Sublessors needed. 2 bed-

CampusClips
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. Founders Day Part on Jan. 15
from 10:00p.m-1:45a.m. at the University Union. Come help us
celebrate 79 yrs. of excellence.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI. Distribution of Players Ball Pictures on
January 15 at 4:30p.m. in Taylor Hall.
THE COUNSELING CENTER. Life Skills Workshop Monday,
January 18, 1999 at 7:00p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room,
MLK Union. "Coping With A Medical Illness" presented by Mark
Conard, Counseling Center. Discover and discuss how a medical
illness can effect more than someone's health. Learn skills and
options available to deal with your own, a family member's or a
friend's medical illness.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY. Elections on January 19th at 2:00 p.m. &
January 20th at 3:00p.m. in Coleman 109. Interested in the Sigma
Iota Lambda elections for Spring Semester, all pre-law society
members must attend.
SIGMA KAPPA. Formal Chapter Meeting on January 18, 1999 at
7:00p.m.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR. Choir Rehearsal on
Friday, January 15 at 7:00p.m. in Rm. 013 of the Fine Arts
Building. Choir Rehearsal is canceled but will resume next Friday.
BOOTH LIBRARY. Library Orientation Tours. January 19February 3, 1999. 6:00p.m. Monday; 1:00p.m. Tuesday; 4:00p.m.
Wednesday in Booth Library-meet on Main Level near Circulation
Services. The Library is offering general Library Orientation tours
from Jan. 19th-Feb. 3. 1999. Tours begin near Circulation
Ser vices, main level and last approximately 45 minutes.
(Instructors: please schedule class tours through Reference
Services, 581-6072).
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. Fellowship Meeting
on Friday, Jan. 15 at 7:00p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Rm. 3rd
Floor of Union. Join us to hear a speaker teach from the Bible and
worship through music.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass. January 17, 1999 at
11a.m. & 9p.m. Coleman Auditorium.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips should
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday,
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips
may be edited for available space.

Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR
Today
4 p.m. – Men’s / women’s swimming
& diving vs.Valparaiso (Lantz pool)
7 p.m. – Wrestling at Northern Illinois

Saturday
11:30 a.m.– Men’s / women’s track at
Illinois
4:45 p.m. – Women’s basketball vs.
Murray State (Lantz Gym)
7 p.m. – Wrestling at Northern Iowa
7:05 p.m. – Men’s basketball vs.
Murray State (Lantz Gym)

NFL
Sunday
NFL PLAYOFFS
NFC Championship
Atlanta at Minnesota, 12:35 p.m.
AFC Championship
New York Jets at Denver, 4:05 p.m.

NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pts GF
Philadelphia
54 123
New Jersey
49 118
Pittsburgh
45 110
N.Y. Rangers
41 114
N.Y. Islanders
29 99
Northeast Division
Pts GF
Toronto
51 136
Ottawa
51 127
Buffalo
48 111
Boston
44 104
Montreal
37 96
Southeast Division
Pts GF
Carolina
45 109
Florida
39 102
Washington
33 92
Tampa Bay
21 86
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
Pts GF
Detroit
46 127
St. Louis
41 107
Nashville
32 95
Chicago
28 90
Northwest Division
Pts GF
Colorado
42 103
*Edmonton
38 116
*Vancouver
33 106
*Calgary
31 104

GA
82
107
95
114
128
GA
117
93
82
89
113
GA
103
108
100
146

GA
112
98
131
136
GA
107
111
123
128
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Pacific Division
Pts GF GA
Dallas
59 117 77
Phoenix
51 105
79
Anaheim
40 101 95
San Jose
36 92 97
*Los Angeles
34 96 108
*Late games not included
Thursday’s Results
Carolina 3, Florida 2
Detroit 2, Nashville 1
Ottawa 3, New Jersy 2
*Edmonton at Vancouver
*Calgary at Los Angeles
Today’s Games
Montreal at Washington, 7 p.m.
Boston at Buffalo, 7:30 p.m.
Tampa Bay at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.
Chicago at N.Y. Rangers, 7:30 p.m.
Phoenix at Nashville, 8 p.m.
Dallas at Anaheim, 9:30 p.m.
Pittsburgh at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.
Saturday’s Games
St. Louis at Colorado, 3 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Boston, 7 p.m.
N.Y. Rangers at Montreal, 7 p.m.
Toronto at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.
Washington at Carolina, 7 p.m.
Buffalo at Ottawa, 7:30 p.m.
N.Y. Islanders at Florida, 7:30 p.m.
Detroit at Vancouver, 10 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.
Calgary at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.
Sunday’s Games
Phoenix at Chicago, 8 p.m.
Detroit at Edmonton, 8 p.m.

COLLEGE
Men’s basketball
Thursday’s results
Stanford 72, Southern California 55
Arizona 74, Arizona State 73

Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Conf. Overall
Southeast Missouri 7-0
10-5
Murray State
6-0
14-2
Eastern
5-3
10-8
Tennessee Tech
2-4
6-8
Tennessee State
3-4
6-8
Morehead State
3-4
6-9
Middle Tenn.
3-4
5-12
Austin Peay
2-4
4-9
Tenn.-Martin
2-5
4-10
Eastern Kentucky
1-6
2-13
Thursday’s results
Tennessee-Martin 83, EIU 75 (OT)
Murray State 71, SEMO 70
Austin Peay 68, Tenn.Tech 58
Middle Tenn 70, Tenn. State 60

Tennessee-Martin 83,
Eastern 75 (OT)
UTM (83) – Crumby 5-9 5-6 7 17;
DeMichael 9-15 1-3 9 21; Griffin 3-5 22 1 9; Betts 3-5 8-8 6 15; Ohlson 4-9 22 3 13; Corley 2-3 2-2 2 8; Johnson 00 0-0 0 0;Hassett 0-1 0-0 0 0.Totals 2647 20-23 32 83.Technical fouls: none.
EIU (75) – Polite 3-12 2-2 5 8; Hibbler
0-4 0-0 3 0; Shaver 2-2 1-3 2 5; Owens
10-19 0-1 3 23; Hill 6-16 4-4 4 18;
Ktistou 1-2 0-0 0 3; Joseph 2-4 3-4 10
7; Forrest 4-10 0-0 4 9; Sharp 0-2 0-0 0
0; Smith 1-4 0-0 2 2.Totals 29-75 10-14
37 75.Technical fouls: none.
A – 2820

Murray State 71,
SEMO 70
Murray (71) – Murray 1-5 0-0 3,
Spencer 8-14 6-7 22, Virgil 5-7 2-2 12,
Towns 4-11 5-6 15, Reese 5-11 3-4 13,
Floyd 0-0 0-0 0, Burdine 0-1 0-0 0,
Cunningham 0-0 1-2 1, Gay 1-4 3-5 5,
Turner 0-1 0-0 0.Totals 24-54 20-26 71.
SEMO (70) – R.Johnson 6-15 2-5 14,
Branson 5-10 2-3 15, Eley 2-6 4-6 8,
C.Johnson 3-9 0-0 9, Cotton 5-10 0-0
12, Bunche 1-1 2-2 4, Abraham 1-1 00 2, Owen 1-4 0-0 2, Watson 2-6 0-0 4.
Totals 26-62 10-16 70.
Halftime – Murray St. 48, SE Missouri
33. 3-Point goals – Murray St. 3-12
(Towns 2-4, Murray 1-3, Reese 0-1,
Burdine 0-1, Turner 0-1, Spencer 0-2),
SE Missouri 8-23 (Branson 3-7,
C.Johnson 3-7, Cotton 2-6, Watson 01, Owen 0-2). Fouled out – None.
Rebounds – Murray St. 40 (Reese 12),
SE Missouri 34 (R.Johnson 10).
Assists – Murray St. 13 (Murray 4), SE
Missouri 14 (Cotton 4). Total fouls –
Murray St. 17, SE Missouri 18.
A – 7,156.

Women’s basketball
Thursday’s results
Duke 86, Clemson 77
Auburn 76, Florida 71
Tennessee 102, Georgia 69
Rutgers 73, West Virginia 54
Virginia 82, Georgia Tech 62
Alabama 78, Mississippi 51
Louisiana Tech 94, Arkansas St. 48
Colorado State 89, TCU 76

Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee Tech

Conf.
7-1
6-1

Overall
10-4
10-5

SE Missouri St.
6-2
11-4
Middle Tenn St.
5-2
9-6
Eastern Ky.
4-3
7-7
Tennessee St.
3-4
7-7
Austin Peay
2-5
3-12
Murray St.
2-5
3-12
Eastern
1-7
3-12
Morehead St.
1-6
3-11
Thursday’s results
Tennessee-Martin 79, Eastern 64
SEMO 78, Murray State 59
Middle Tenn. 85, Tenn. St. 50
Tenn.Tech 77, Austin Peay 60

Tennesse-Martin 79,
Eastern 64
UTM (79) - Harris 7-12 2-2 7 16;
Webb 2-4 1-2 3 5; Bahannan 5-5 2-2 5
12; Fields 3-5 5-7 1 13; Brown 2-6 2-4
3 7; Wheeler 2-5 0-0 1 6; Pendleton 23 4-6 2 10; Lockridge 3-6 0-0 1 6;
Weaver 0-4 0-0 6 0; Querida 0-0 1-3 1
1; Binkley 1-3 1-2 2 3. Technical Fouls:
none.Totals: 27-53 18-28 36 79.
EIU (64) - Garretson 3-8 2-2 7 8;
Aldrich 7-17 0-0 8 15; McShane 2-4 00 1 5; Patzner 3-4 0-0 3 8; Schaul 2-6
1-1 2 6; Moore 2-7 0-0 1 5; Allen 0-0 00 0 0; Bernat 3-9 0-0 2 8; Dada 0-2 0-0
0 0; Russell 3-7 3-3 6 9. Technical
Fouls: none.Totals: 25-64 6-6 34 64.
A - 240

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
KANSAS CITY ROYALS – Agreed to
terms with RHP Scott Service on a
three-yer conract.
TAMPA BAY DEVILS RAYS –
Named Eddie Bane special assistant
to the
general manager.
National League
ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS –
Agreed to terms with C Kelly Stinnett
on a one-year contract.
HOUSTON ASTROS – Traded C
Brad Ausmus and LHP C.J.
Nitkowski to the Detroit Tigers for
RHP Dean Crow, RHP Mark
Persails, RHP Brian
Powell, C Paul Bako and INF Carlos
Villalobos.
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES – Named
Sal Artiaga director of Latin
American operations.
SAN DIEGO PADRES – Agreed to
terms with RHP Woody Williams on a
three-year contract.
USA Baseball
USAB – Named David Fanucchi
administrative assistant and director

Murray men squeak past SEMO
of publications.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
CHARLOTTE HORNETS – Promoted
communications assistant John
Maxwell to director of public relations.
ORLANDO MAGIC – Promoted scouting director Gary Brokaw to player
personnel director. Named Eric
Musselman and Tree Rollins assistant
coaches.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
NFL PROPERTIES – Named Charles
Zona senior vice president of consumer products.
MIAMI DOLPHINS – Named Dave
Wannstedt assistant head coach and
Tom Melvin offensive quality control
assistant.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES – Named
Pat Shurmur tight ends coach.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NASHVILLE PREDATORS – Recalled
D Kimmo Timonen from Milwaukee of
the IHL.
ST. LOUIS BLUES – Assigned F
Lubos Bartecko to the Worcester of
AHL
International Hockey League
MANITOBA MOOSE – Announced F
Sheldon Kennedy is leaving the team
to play in the German Elite League.
Central Hockey League
MACON WHOOPEE – Activated D
Raitis Ivanans from the suspended list
and traded him to Tulsa.
East Coast Hockey League
PENSACOLA ICE PILOTS – Traded D
Nick Stajduhar to Tallahassee for
D Taj Schaffnit and future considerations.
OLYMPICS
SALT LAKE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE – Named Dan Moro director of ice
hockey.
SOCCER
Major League Soccer
MLS – Assigned F Alejandro Sequeira
to Tampa Bay.
GENERAL
HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS – Resigned F Elmer Martin.
COLLEGE
ATLANTIC 10 ONFERENCE – Suspended
St. Joseph’s freshman Damian Reid for
one game for unsportsmanlike conduct
during a game with Dayton on Jan. 6.
MAINE – Named Mark Lech assistant
track coach and Mark Babin assistant
swimming coach.
MARS HILL – Announced the resignation of Chris Crist, men’s soccer coach,
effective Jan. 29.

Write sports for the DEN. It’s a good time. Call Chad at 581-2812

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. (AP)
– Aubrey Reese drove the length of
the court and scored on a bank shot
from the lane with one-tenth of a second left as Murray State beat
Southeast Missouri State 71-70
Thursday night in a battle of Ohio
Valley Conference unbeatens.
Murray State (15-2, 7-0) led by 15
points at halftime, but trailed by a
point after Kahn Cotton hit an 8-footer on the run from the baseline with
5.6 seconds to go for Southeast
Missouri (10-6, 7-1). Cotton had
seven points in the final 3:10 for

Southeast Missouri, which has lost 13
straight to Murray State.
Isaac Spencer had 22 points for
Murray State, which has won the
Ohio Valley 10 of the last 11 seasons
and has a 19-game winning streak
against conference opponents. Reese
had 13 points and 12 rebounds, and
Marlon Towns added 15 points.
Spencer had 16 points, one shy of his
average, in the first half as Murray
State took a 48-33 lead.
SEMO took the lead with a 16-3
run capped by a basket in the lane by
seldom-used reserve Brian Bunch.

Upset

Now with the loss to the
Skyhawks, Eastern has to turn its
attention to Murray State (15-2, 7-0),
who brings its undefeated conference
record to Charleston on Saturday.
Owens, who was a member of the
Racer squad his freshman season,
said this loss might be better for the
team come Saturday. Murray is coming off a 71-70 win over once unbeaten Southeast Missouri.
“The only thing we have to do
after this loss is recover,” Owens said.
“This might be a wake up call for us.”
Tennessee-Martin head coach Cal
Luther, whose team lost to Murray
87-58 on Jan. 9, said Eastern has a
chance to hand Murray its first conference loss.
“If EIU can go into Illinois and
only lose by three and have Purdue
up at the half,” Luther said, “They are
a very well coached team and we
we’re lucky to come out of here with
a win.”
Luther said there was a possibility
that Eastern looked over his club, but
Owens said it wasn’t the case.
“We knew they were well
coached so we weren’t taking them
lightly,” Owens said.

from Page 8A
and Eastern down 67-66, a threepointer by Panther junior Marc Polite
rattled in and out of the basket.
“He stroked it, it was a good
shot,” Panther head coach Rick
Samuels said. “They left a crack in
the door and we just weren’t able to
get our foot in. We’ve been in that situation before and we were able to get
over the hump.”
After another free throw by
Martin gave the Skyhawks a 68-66
lead with 11 seconds left, Panther
sophomore guard Kyle Hill lost control of the ball, but the referees said
he was fouled by Betts.
With six seconds left, Hill calmly
stepped to the line and knocked
home two foul shots to send the
game into overtime. Even though
Eastern was able to grab 19 offensive
rebounds to the Skyhawks’ three,
Martin won the game with its 55 percent shooting from the floor.
“UTM played well,” Samuels
said. “We did not have much of a
chance, the door was not open that
far.”

Our sincere appreciation goes to

Judy Sherman
For her years of good -natured, selfless, and efficient service
To Eastern Illinois University.
Best wishes on your retirement!
From the staff in the Office of Academic Affairs

Come
and
See...

“Charleston’s Favorite Restaurant”

11 pm

1 small, 1 Topping
& Breadsticks
99

$6.

+tax

Additional Toppings 90¢ each.
Not valid with any other coupon. Exp. 2/28/99

1 large, 1 Topping
99

$8.

+tax

Additional Toppings $1.10 each.
Not valid with any other coupon. Exp. 2/28/99

Extra Large,
2 Toppings

98

$9.

SLEEP IN, EAT OUTt
Serving Breakfastt
Saturday and Sundayy
until 2 p.m.

+tax

Additional Toppings $1.10 each.
Not valid with any other coupon. Exp. 2/28/99

7th & Madison 1 block North of the Courthouse 345-7427

On the Verge of the Weekend
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PBS series examines American etiLOS ANGELES (AP) – If you believe
that America the beautiful has
become America the churlish, you’ve
got company.
A worthy, three-part PBS program examines what many
observers see as society’s growing
incivility and coarseness at every
level,from daily life to politics to pop-

ular culture. Some of the conclusions, however, may prompt Bronx
cheers.
Part of PBS’ “National Desk’’
public affairs series, the program
opens tonight (check local listings)
with “We the (rude) People,’’ in
which political commentator and
journalist Morton Kondracke exam-

ines the roots of rudeness.
“Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of
Sleaze: Media and Politics,” airs
Friday, Jan. 22, with Mara Liasson.The
National Public Radio correspondent looks at how the ambitions of
journalists and politicians clash with
the public’s right to fairness and
accuracy.

The concluding chapter is “The
Popular Culture: Who’s to Blame?’’
with comedian David Steinberg, who
dissects the Jerry Springer Era of
trash entertainment and more worthy, boundary-breaking fare. It airs
Friday, Jan. 29.
Although the first episode overreaches in its attempt to target the

causes of America’s social deterioration, the series offers a convincing
portrait of a country confused, at
best, about modern etiquette.
It’s not merely a drawing-room
topic: One 1996 study found 91
percent of Americans believe the
decline of civility contributes to violent behavior.

Classifiedadvertising
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Sublessors

Announcements

Personals

Personals

Personals

Personals

Two female sublessors needed
for Sp' 99. Own rooms at 1528
2nd St. Call Alissa or Michelle
348-6248.
_____________________1/15
Sublessor needed. 1 bedroom
Apt.
Near the Square.
Water/Trash paid. Call 3485213 after 6:00p.m.
_____________________1/21
Newly
Remodeled
House
Across from Domino's. 3455022.
______________________5/4
ATTENTION!!! NEED ROOMMATE FOR FALL 99. 2 BRM
Apt. $220/mo. Newly rmld. Ask
for Dan 348-5986. Fall 99 &
Spring 2000.
_____________________1/15

___________________OO/HA
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
WELCOME BACK TO THE
WARMTH OF TROPI-TAN. 10
TANS $25. 348-8263.
_____________________1/29
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for drawing
classes for Spring 1999 semester. To apply, come to the Art
Office, Fine Arts 216.
_____________________1/27
EASTSIDE
PACKAGING
WEEKEND SPECIALS.
LITE 12 CN. $7.99
MICHELOB 6 CN. $3.99
KEY DRY, 12 CN. $3.99
SKOL VODKA 1.75 L $7.99
SUTTER HOME WHITE ZIN
$4.99
7 CROWN 750 ML, $8.99
EASTSIDE
PACKAGING.
18TH & JACKSON. 345-5722.
_____________________1/15
EASTSIDE
PACKAGING
WEEKEND SPECIALS.
LITE 12 CN. $7.99
MICHELOB 6 CN. $3.99
KEY DRY, 12 CN. $3.99
SKOL VODKA 1.75 L $7.99
SUTTER HOME WHITE ZIN
$4.99
7 CROWN 750 ML, $8.99
EASTSIDE
PACKAGING.
18TH & JACKSON. 345-5722.

_____________________1/15
Sigma Kappa Formal Chapter
Meeting will be on Monday,
January 18, at 7:00p.m.
_____________________1/15
Men of Delta Sigma Phi,
Congratulations on getting 1st
place in grades. Work hard-play
hard. YITBOS, Struebing.

_____________________1/15
Women of Alpha Sigma Tau,
Thank you very much for the
balloons. You're the greatest.
Tau love, Struebing.
_____________________1/15
Congratulations to Becky Louis
on your engagement. Love,
your ESA sisters.

_____________________1/15
DELTS, Welcome Back! I hope
you all had a great break. Good
luck this semester & hopefully
I'll see you all soon! Love, Julie.
_____________________1/15
NEED SOME CASH? Sell your
unwanted items in the Daily
Eastern News.

___________________OO/HA
Happy '21st' B-Day Dana
Julkowski!
Get excited for
tonight you dancing queen!
Love, Amy, Karen, & Laura.
_____________________1/15
Advertise with your school
newspaper. Place your ads in
Buzzard today.

Lost & Found
Lost: Set of 5 keys with 93.1
WRT key chain. Return to
Student Publications.
_____________________1/20

For Sale
For Sale 1996 Nissan 200 SXSE white 5 speed spoiler
47,XXX miles. Excellent condition.
Great gas mileage.
Valued at $9600, asking $8600
or o.b.o. Call 345-1292 or 3424521.
_____________________1/19
Color Monitor 14", Ink Jet
Printer, 600 3EP Plus Scanner,
Packard Bell 200 MHZ w/32
RAM 16 x's speed C.D. Rom.
$800. 348-1107.
_____________________1/21
Advertise!
Advertise!
Advertise!

official

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

Personals
_____________________1/15
Happy Birthday to the January
Birthdays:
Jessica Kaatz,
Megan
Flickinger,
Nikki
Huckstadt,
Kara
Mitchell,
Desiree Scheppmann, Toni
Jacoby, Courtney Johnston,
Kelly Musser, & Beck Keiser of
Alpha Gamma Delta.

notices

Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS STUDENTS.
Pre-business majors may now apply in Lumpkin Hall 112 for
admission to the School of Business for Summer or Fall 1999, providing they meet the following criteria: 1). 2.00 GPA at EIU with a
cumulative GPA of at least 2.50, including all transfer work; 2). 60
semester hours completed by the end of Spring Semester, 1999;
and 3). Enrolled in, or have completed, ACC 2150, AIS/COM 2100,
COM 2810 with a grade of "C" or better.
-- Frank Clark, Chair of School of Business

in the Student Services Building, East Wing. A copy of your insurance company's outline of coverage or a copy of your medical ID
card must be attached to the completed "Petition for Insurance
Exemption" form. January 25, 1999 is the last date these petitions
will be accepted for Spring Semester 1999.
--Joyce Hackett, Medical Insurance Specialist
STUDENT TEACHING FALL 1999.
The Student Teaching Department is scheduling mandatory meetings for students who will student teach Fall 1999. These meetings
will be held on January 22, 1999. The meetings are scheduled by
the first geographic choice given on the application paperwork that
was submitted to this office. Please stop by the Student Teaching
Department (Buzzard 2418) prior to January 21 to find out where
the meetings are being held.

STUDENT INSURANCE RE-ENROLLMENT.
Students who have filed for the EIU Student Insurance Refund and
wish to re-enroll in the Student Health Insurance program for Spring
1999 may do so by completing a re-enrollment form and making
payment of $61 by Monday, January 25 before 4:30 p.m. A minimum
of 6 semester hours or a graduate assistantship is required premium are received by the University within the deadline of January 25,
1999. Contact the Student Health Insurance Office, second floor,
East Wing, Student Services Building, or call 581-5290. PLEASE
NOTE: Dependent coverage is no longer available.
--Joyce Hackett, Medical Insurance Specialist.

STATE FARM FELLOWSHIPS.
Applications are available for the $3,000 State Farm Exceptional
Student Fellowships. Eligibility requirements are: 1). full-time college
junior or senior; 2). majoring in a business-related field; 3). demonstrated leadership in extracurricular activities; 4). minimum GPA of
3.6 on a 4.0 scale; and 5). a U.S. citizen. Please see Pat Hill in
Lumpkin Hall 307 for information/application. Application deadline is
February 15, 1999.
--Pat Hill, Scholarship Coordinator, Lumpkin College of Business
and Applied Sciences.

PART-TIME STUDENT INSURANCE.
Spring Semester 1999 students who are registered for 6,7, or 8
hours as resident students may purchase Student Accident and
Sickness insurance for the semester by obtaining an application
from Student Health Insurance located in the Student Services
Building East Wing, and making payment prior to 3:30 p.m. January
25, 1999 at the Cashier's window in the Business Office. The cost
is $61. PLEASE NOTE: Dependent coverage is no longer available.
--Joyce Hackett, Medical Insurance Specialist.

LORD SCHOLARSHIP NOMINATIONS.
The Alumni Office is currently requesting nominations for the 1999
Livingston C. Lord Scholarship Faculty members who desire to
nominate students for this scholarship should submit the nomination(s) through his/her respective department chairs. Nomination
forms are available from the department chairs or from the Alumni
Services Office. The deadline for receipt of nominations is Monday,
January 25, 1999, and must be received by 4 p.m. in order to be
considered by the selection committee.
--Char Anderson, Assistant Director of Alumni Relations.

STUDENT INSURANCE REFUND.
If you are enrolled 9 hours or more Spring Semester 1999, or you
are a graduate assistant, the Student Health Insurance fee will be
included in your tuition bill. Students who can provide evidence of
having health insurance equal to or better than the EIU Student
Health Insurance, may request the "Petition for Insurance
Exemption" forms from the Student Health Insurance Office located

STUDENT INFORMATION CHANGES.
When changes occur, errors are detected, or information is missing in the following basic student information items, please report
them to the offices indicated: Housing Office - local and /or home
address and telephone numbers; Enrollment Management, 116 Old
Main - resident status; Registration, South Basement McAfee degree, major, minor, option; Records Office - social security num

ber, name, classification, marital status, or any other changes or
additions not covered above.
--Frank Hohengarten, Dean of Enrollment Management.
TOUCH-TONE REGISTRATION HOURS.
Be aware that the Touch-Tone Registration System will NOT be
available tomorrow--Saturday, January 16-- due to upgrading of systems. Reminder: The system will not be available Monday, January
18 because of the holiday.
FINAL EXAM INFORMATION.
Please be aware that the Final Exam Schedule for Spring 1999 is
published on page 2 of the Spring Semester 1999 Class Schedule.
Class schedules are available on the shelf outside Registration
Office, basement of McAfee southeast entrance.
--Frank Hohengarten, Dean of Enrollment Management.
SPRING ADDS/DROPS.
The deadline for ADDING a Spring class is FRIDAY, JANUARY 15-TODAY; add classes by using the Touch-Tone Registration System
until evening hours end tonight. The deadline for DROPPING a
class is MONDAY, JANUARY 25, 4 p.m., if you do not want the class
to appear on your record or if you do not want to be charged for the
hours. Plan to call in on Touch-Tone at least 15 minutes before the
system goes down.
--Michael Taylor, Registrar.
AUDIT DEADLINE.
The deadline for requesting audit grading status is Wednesday,
January 20, 4:40 p.m. Pick up an audit card in the Registration
office, have it signed by the instructor of the class, and return it to
the Registration Office by the deadline. A student must be officially
enrolled in a class before requesting audit grading status. The audit
form is also available on Registration's Web page, which can be
accessed from EIU's Web page at www.eiu.edu.
--Michael Taylor, Registrar.
MAJORS, MINORS, OPTIONS.
If you are a student who needs to declare majors, minors or
options, go the the Registration Office, McAfee south basement, as
soon as possible. If you are ADVISED in ACADEMIC
ADVISING/LEARNING ASSISTANCE CENTER and want to
change your majors, minors, or options, GO TO ACADEMIC ADVISING, 100 Blair Hall.
-- Michael Taylor, Registrar.
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Martin comes up with overtime upset
Eastern’s focus
shifts toward
Murray State
on Saturday
By Matt Wilson
Staff writer

Despite battling to get the game
into overtime, the men’s basketball
team was outscored 15-7 in the overtime session and fell to TennesseeMartin 83-75 in overtime.
This loss ended a Panther fivegame
Ohio
Valley Confer- Men’s basketball
ence winning
streak and was
the first home
conference loss
of the season.
“A big factor was we had to continue our intensity and at times we
did and at times we slacked off,”
Panther sophomore Merv Joseph
said.
With the game tied at 71 with
3:11 remaining in overtime,
Tennessee-Martin scored the next six
points, and before the Panthers (10-8,
5-3) knew it, they were down 77-71
with under a minute remaining.
Martin (4-10, 2-5) then used consistent free throw shooting down the
stretch to put the game out of reach.
Skyhawk freshman guard Andrae
Betts, who was a 52 percent free
throw shooter going into the game,
knocked down four of those free
throws and finished the game a perfect 8-for-8.
With 4:55 remaining in regulation, Skyhawk senior forward Joe
Crumby knocked home one of his
two three pointers on the night to
give Martin a seven-point lead at 6558. But because of a tough Panther
defense in the final five minutes, this
would be the last field goal the
Skyhawks would hit in regulation.
“We made a surge and we knew
we had to do it defensively and that
turned into good offense,” Panther
senior guard Jack Owens said.
The final five minutes of regulation was all the Owens show. Owens
knocked home two three pointers
within a minute’s worth of time to cut
the Martin lead to 65-64. Then
Owens promptly hit a driving jumper
with 1:44 remaining to give Eastern a
late 66-65 lead.
With 14 seconds left in regulation
See UPSET Page 7A
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Lacey Buidosik / Associate photo editor
Sophomore guard Kyle Hill attempts a jumper in Eastern’s 83-75 loss to 4-11 Tennessee-Martin last night in the Lantz Gymnasium. Hill scored 18 points and added
six assists in the losing effort.

Different OVC team, same result
Poor shooting in first half once again helps seal women’s fate
By Gabe Rosen
Staff writer

The women’s basketball team dropped it’s
fourth game in a row to Tennessee-Martin
Thursday night, by the score of 79-64. With the
loss, the Panthers record fell to 3-12, 1-7 in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
It was the same old story for the Panthers, who
after falling behind early, were unable to wrestle the
lead away from an experienced Martin team.
Eastern cut the lead to10 at the 2:05 mark in the
second half. A three-pointer by Monica Bernat
made it 69-59, but it was too little too late for the
Panthers as UTM sealed the victory in the closing
minutes.
The Skyhawks took a 36-24 lead into the locker room at half time and the Panthers tried to chip
away at the lead throughout the second half.
A three-point basket by Angie Patzner cut the
lead to 47-38 early in the second half, but a pair of
free throws by Martin’s Zabrina Harris and a layup
by Nichole Lockridge brought the lead back up to
13 and dispelled any idea of a Panther comeback.
The Skyhawks frustrated the Panthers with a
physical style of defense throughout the game.

He said it ...

“We just

Eastern center Leah Aldrich Women’s basketball
who is averaging 20.1 points
per game, was held to 15
points.
As in previous games,
Aldrich was double and triple teamed regularly,
leaving the rest of the lineup to pick up the slack.
However the Panther offense struggled, shooting 9of-29 in the first half and 39 percent for the game.
“It was pretty physical in there,” Aldrich said.
“The defense did a good job of trying to out muscle me, and it was difficult to get my hands on the
ball. They played great defense the whole game.”
Panther forward Angie Russell downplayed the
importance of the physical play.
“I don’t think the physical aspect affected the
game at all. We were really physical too, it goes
both ways,” Russell said.
She gave the Panthers a lift off the bench, adding
nine points on 3-of-7 from the field. The sophomore also pulled down six rebounds as well.
The Panthers showed improvement in the
rebounding department, grabbing 34 to Martin’s
36. Nevertheless, Eastern head coach John Klein
said the rebound totals can be misleading.
“It’s the type of rebounds that we give up. We

UTM
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79
64

give up a lot of rebounds where teams go right back
up and score,” Klein said. “We allowed them easy
baskets tonight. We work so hard on defense and to
give them free baskets, it takes the wind out of our
sails. Our effort is there, you just have to tie it in
with a good performance.”
And the Panthers have not been able to do that.
The teams’inability to play consistently throughout
and entire game has hurt it.
“It goes back to mistakes,” he said. “We tend to
turn the ball over and they convert and it all adds up.
If we play mistake free basketball we can win the
game ... we have shown that we can play with anybody in the league, we’ve just got to string it together for 35-40 minutes.”
The Panthers will get their chance at redemption
Saturday night against Murray State at Lantz Gym.
Both teams have 3-12 records and something
figures to give in a game which pits two of the most
frequently frustrated teams in the conference.
“It will be a game between two teams that have
undergone frustrations and hopefully we’ll handle
it better than them,” Klein said. “Murray is going
through a lot of the same things. Our real character
is going to show, if we can be the team that
emerges.”

83
75

Swimmers host Valpo today at Lantz
Teams compete for second time in two days after trip to IUPU-Indianapolis
By Todd Schreiber

have a
tendency
to beat
ourselves.

Staff writer

Women’s basketball coach
John Klein gives his philosophy on
why the team was 3-11 heading
into Thursday’s game against UTM.

”

The Eastern Illinois swim teams started the
new year with a rather rigorous schedule as they
come off of a long break between meets.
The Panthers started the new year with a
Thursday evening meet at Indiana UniversityPurdue University Indianapolis. The team
returns home for a 4 p.m. meet against
Valparaiso.
The team spent the winter vacation participating in the Ft. Lauderdale Swim Forum. They
spent almost two weeks in Florida where they

practiced and competed against teams from Swimming
& diving
around the nation.
Although the team
was swimming over the break, they still need to
get back into the dual-meet groove. The two
meets this week should help the Panthers get to
where they need to be.
The men’s team is looking to move its dualmeet record over .500, as they go into the meet
with IUPUI at 3-3.
The Lady Panthers hope to keep their record
on the winning side, as they entered Thursday’s
meet with a 4-2 record. The teams are looking to

follow up last season’s performance against
Friday’s opponent.
Last season, the teams swept Valparaiso on
the road.
The men’s team won 147-76, while the Lady
Panthers took a 156-81 decision.
The team is looking to get into the full swing
of things over the next few weeks, preparing for
the season-ending Mideast Classic in St. Louis.
Eastern was a little banged up before the
semester ended in December, but hopefully
injuries to Brooke Untersee and Ryan Jastrzab
have healed, and the Panthers will go into the
weekend healthy.
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On the Verge of the Weekend
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The littlest folksinger continues to change the musical landscape in her
upcoming release by stepping away from her savvy self righteousness
by alice hosty
Associate Verge editor
She has been slathering her punk/folk
balm on the angst-filled itch of a generation with acutely insightful lyrics, a dynamic voice and the distinctive twang of her
acoustic guitar since she started playing in
New York dives at age 15. But Ani
Difranco has toned down her manic
shouts in her upcoming release with a
series of emotionally charged ballads without losing the intensity that Rolling Stone
named one of the 40 most vital artists.
Proving her true nature as an everevolving artist, Difranco has veered from
the rebellious, sometimes sensational folk
songs she nails so passionately to the 11
notably mellow tracks on “Up Up Up Up
Up Up.” Each is a sharp turn from
Difranco’s provocative lyrics on anything
from abortion to the thin line between
love and hate.
It doesn’t take a genius to note what a
different place Ani must be in now than
when she belted out lyrics like “f*** you,
and your untouchable face,” with sheer
righteous indignation. She doesn’t mince
words about her current state with such
versus as “I’m not angry anymore,” “I
didn’t know what I know now, then,” and
“come away from it.”
Some die-hard Ani fans may lament the
loss of Difranco’s peppery capture of the
heartbreak and confusion involved with the
various aspects of life, as well as her bitter
cries about the social treatment of issues like
drug abuse and rape we’ve come to expect

from her. But once the initial shock wares
off (moreover, the lack of shock,) true Ani
fans will be pleased to hear a more serene
side of her unique blend of folk and punk.
Difranco’s soulful, moving pleas for understanding are both mournful and joyous. Each
song is refreshing and soothing to the ear,
thanks to her rich sexy voice.
Surely Ani has tamed whatever demons
have been haunting her in her 28 years, as
the first single release “angry anymore”
clearly exemplifies. Ani strikes up the banjo
to deliver “I’m not angry anymore ... I just
want to walk through my life unarmed, to
accept and just get by.” Although according
to a press release, Ani’s “anger is intact, alive
and well inside” her, she seems to have
learned to let some things go.
The reflective spirit of these tame lyrics
compliments the gentle guitar strumming
through the album, giving the listeners a
lullaby effect. More than any of her past
albums, continuity reigns over any truly
explosive tracks.
The first track “’Tis of thee,” a melodramatic look at the current path of selfdestruction of society, including those
who “take swings at each other on the
talk show TV,” (a reference to the Jerry
Springer Show.)
According to a press release, “’Tis of the”
views the “war on drugs” as “a war on poor
people, with all this getting tough on crime
business, ... all further victimizing the poor
and diverting attention away from the core
issues of education, employment, housing ...”
Luckily Ani hasn’t lost her passion for making political statements.

When We Say We Ad Match
Competitors Ads-

One can feel the pain dripping from
Difranco’s voice on Track 3, “come
away from it,” about Ani’s experience in
dealing with a drug addicted loved
one, but the chorus could also be
considered a coming away from
her previous works as
she continues to grow
through her music.
Tracks two and four,
“Virtue and Jukebox” still
rock (on a slightly lesser scale)
with classic Ani twang and sass.
The last track “Hat Shaped
Hat,” from a 3 hour concert
ditty, is the same funky
spirit chock-full of Ani’s
cheeky poetry. It’s a pure
jam with funkadelic spunk.
“Up Up Up Up Up Up”
throws new band member Julie
Don’t
photo courtesy of
into the mix. Julie’s work on the
Righteous Babe Records expect
wurlitzer, organ, clavinet, piano and
an in
accordion lays a pivotal foundation for
y o u r
the innovative sound of the record. It’s
face, gut
taken Difranco a decade to develop a solid
churning ride with the elobackbone of band members, and this
quent master of angst at the wheel.
record shines with its completion.
Expect a muted, smooth ride with the elo“Righteous Babe” Records, Ani’s selfquent master of accord in the back seat
founded record company, is not only a stanstrumming through the pain and looking at
dard by which Difranco strives to live by, but
whatever lies ahead with tentative hope
also a pet name for her fans. The indepenand a heavy sigh.
dent label will release its newest brain child
on January 19.
“Up Up Up Up Up Up”
In it, Difranco hardly falters in expressAni Difranco
ing her luminous, passion-filled energy
Righteous Babe Records
while keeping the softer feel that contrasts
some of her previous works.
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NEW

WE DO IT!!

Payment Option:

ATM DEBIT CARDS

Family Pride
...we do it right!
“LOW PRICE LEADER FOR OVER 55 YEARS”

Prices Effective:
Fri., Jan. 8, 1999
To Thurs., Jan. 21, 1999

Future
Site

Walker’s Super
Foods Midtown

Walker’s Super
Foods South

Walker’s EastSide
Village Market

2000 Western Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938

1616 Lakeland
Mattoon, IL 61938

960 18th Street
Charleston, IL 61920

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Ja ck s 12-Inch or Gre at Combo

PIZZA OR

3/$

PIZZA BU R S T.........

Walker’s Super
Saver West

Lincoln & University
Charleston, IL 61920

Tortilla Chips

7

D O R I TO S..................

2/$

5

14.5-Oz. Bags

18-0z. Corn Flakes, 10-Oz. Rice Krispies,
15-Oz. Raisin Bran, 10-Oz. Corn Pops,
N abisco Pre m i u m

15-Oz. Frosted Flakes, 11-Oz. Froot Loops,

3/$

or 11-Oz. Apple Ja cks

5

K E L LOGG S
C E R E A L S...............

10/$

M A RU C H A N

1

N O O D L E S..................

97

S A LTINES..................
16-Oz. Box

¢

ORANGE JUICE........... 2/$
All Varieties Minute Maid

4

Half Gallons

Kraft
Kraft Handi-Snack

4-pack

¢

97

P U D D I N G S..................

M AC A RONI

2/$

& CHEESE..................

1

